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Dear Board Members:
This law firm represents Save North Livermore Valley ("SNLV"), a coalition of more than 300
residents, property owners, environmentalists, ranchers, farmers and proponents of good
government. We are writing to appeal the East County Board of Zoning Adjustments' ("BZA")
November 24,2020 approval of a conditional use permit ("CUP") and EIR certification for the
Ara mis Industrial Solar Power Plant Project (PLN2018-00117) ("Project"). For the numerous
reasons below, and by way of this appeal, we are urging you to advise Intersect Power
("Intersect"), the Project applicant's parent company, to look elsewhere to develop large-scale,
ground-mounted, solar facility and to deny the Project's Conditional Use Permit ("CUP") and EIR
certification.
An Avoidable Conflict
There have been numerous efforts avoid the conflict before you, both by citizens and, in fact by
you, the Board of Supervisors. Unfortunately, those efforts have failed and your choices on the
Aramis matter are now limited. In 2012 the Board of Supervisors directed the Community
Development Department ("staff") to complete solar policies intended to, among other things,
help identify the best locations for solar installations on undeveloped East County land before
the staff accepted any more applications for solar projects in East County. That process did not
come to fruition. Later, SNLV participated in a 2018 hearing when the Board of Supervisors
Transportation & Land Use Committee ("Committee") discussed the County Planning staff's
long over-due progress on policies.
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Meanwhile, in contravention of the direction from the full

Board of Supervisors, staff started to process the Ara mis Project application.
In 2019-2020, the County issued an RFP for "least conflict" mapping of the East County
locations where large-scale solar would have had the conflict least with high-priority land uses,
such as agriculture, open space and land rich in species and biodiversity.2 But, that effort also
failed. It is interesting to note, that least conflict studies and mapping have been completed in
the three regions that surround Alameda County- Contra Costa County, Santa Clara County,
and the San Joaquin Valley. According to Defenders of Wildlife, a national group dedicated to
protecting imperiled species, such, "smart from the start" solar planning accommodates the
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key elements for transitioning to clean energy: 1) Speeding up the permitting process for
renewable energy projects and 2) protecting vital natural resources.3
What has happened in Alameda County regarding large-scale solar has been a disservice to
both solar developers and those dedicated to East County's natural resources.
California's Conversion to Clean Energy, Competing Goals and Land Impacts
It has become abundantly clear that California must transition to clean energy. Meanwhile, the
cost of developing solar is dropping rapidly and the state is in the midst of a solar industry
boom that will make some companies very rich. In this vein, the timing of lntersect's application
to construct approximately 400 acres of solar panels in North Livermore Valley is predictable.
California ranks as the highest solar power generating state in the nation.4 As examples,
California's solar energy generation has increased by more than 350% in the past five years,
there are 9,500 megawatts of large-scale renewable projects currently ready to be built, and
solar accounts for more than 50% of the renewables available to the grid, far higher than any
other source of clean energy.5
California's rapid development of solar energy is a good news. But, the reality is that California's
complete transition to clean energy will mean that solar projects occupy vast amounts of open
space, 6 including agricultural acreage, which is concerning state lawmakers given how rapidly it
is urbanizing.7 Meanwhile, Gov. Gavin Newsom recently ordered conserving 30 percent of state
land to help protect biodiversity.
As we have seen many times before, Californians is capable of doing it all. We can convert to
100 percent renewable energy, preserve our resource-rich land and native species,

and boost

our economy. This undertaking will require smart planning, however, because the
environmental priorities of California - and increasingly those of the U.S. - present competing
goals.
The Board of Supervisors' Role
It is in this historic energy transition context that the Ara mis project has placed the Board of
Supervisors in a very awkward position. And, County staff's failure to complete solar policies
and mapping has not helped. Because, while California must quickly transition to clean energy,
it is hard to imagine a worse location than scenic North Livermore Valley for a solar facility that
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would effectively blanket land protected by law for its scenic beauty, agriculture, and habitat
for threatened species.
Had the Community Development Department executed its plan to map East County for solar
development, North Livermore Valley would have registered as a very "HIGH" conflict area. As
the Board of Supervisors likely recalls, the County's General Plan Scenic Route Element in 1966
designated North Livermore Valley - the very location proposed for the Project - as one of just
a few county scenic routes that "traverse areas of outstanding scenic quality."8 In 2000, voters
approved Measure D, which includes the area, and is generally designed to "protect the natural
qualities, the wildlife habitats, the watersheds and the beautiful open spaces of Alameda
County." Specifically related to North Livermore, Measure D's stated goal was to "permit and
encourage cultivated agriculture and to preclude urbanization in the North Livermore area
without unduly impairing the open natural qualities of the area" (emphasis added).9
What the Aramis Project Purports to Be
In sum, the Project's EIR states the Project's objectives as follows: Assisting California in
meeting renewable energy goal of renewable energy supplying 100 percent of electric retail
sales by 2045; creating up to 400 living wage, union construction jobs; minimizing
environmental impacts of solar by siting a facility on "previously disturbed lands;" dedicating
land for a public hiking trail (if desired), maintaining honey bee forage; allowing for periodic
sheep grazing; protecting flood plain management qualities along Cayetano Creek; and storing
and transmitting 100 MW of affordable, local wholesale solar electricity to Bay Area residents.
The objectives were drafted starting nearly a year ago. According to project representatives
some of them are no longer possible, and others were never enforceable requirements.
What the Aramis Project is in Reality
Using updated information, including the project EIR, staff reports and public hearings the
project is as follows:
•

The project would make a tiny contribution to California meeting its renewable goals stats here: the Project claims that it will power 25,000 homes. There 14 million homes in
Californla.P That's .00178 percent, or said another way, 18 ten-thousandths of one
percent of homes in the state.

•

The project would employ up to 400 individuals temporarily during a several months of
construction.

•

The project would provide 4 full-time jobs.

•

The project's proposed sites lands are productive agricultural lands that are currently,
actively used for hay production and cattle ranching
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•

The project has not dedicated a hiking trail and the project EIR is clear on that point.
"Construction of a public hiking trail along Cayetano Creek is not proposed as part of
this project" (EIR Table 4.11-1).

•

Sheep present on site for an unenforceable period during the year ("up to two months")
and references to possible beekeeping are not agriculture. Sheep could be on the site
one day out of the year or for two months. There is no set time.

•

There is no need to manage the flood plain along Cayetano Creek. It has not required
any specific management for centuries.

The Project Violates Local and State Law and Betrays the Public Trust
In addition to woefully underperforming on its own project objectives, the Project conflicts with
four very significant areas of local law and state law as follows: 1) The County General Plan,
(including its East County Area Plan chapter), 2) The County Zoning Ordinance, 3) Voter
Initiative Measure D, and 4) The State of California Government Code.
In addition to its numerous conflicts with local and state law, staff's processing of the Aramis
permit application in contravention of direction from the Board of Supervisors, is a betrayal of
the public trust. That's because on February 28, 2012, County Counsel and staff led the Board of
Supervisors - and by extension, the public - to believe that two previous large-scale solar
projects approved in far East County- Green Volts and Cool Earth - would not serve as
"precedent" for any future solar

projects."

Yet, as part of the Ara mis project EIR, staff states very definitively- and in reference to exactly
the same two previous projects that, "[t]here is precedent within the County for approving
utility-scale solar projects within the LPA designation, including the GreenVolts and Altamont
Solar Energy projects"12 In addition, as stated above, staff promised to complete a solar siting

before staff processed another solar project application and went back on that promise.
The project's conflicts with local and state law are too numerous to detail here. They include,
but are not limited to those summarized below. This letter incorporates by reference and
includes all prior verbal and written communications made by Save North Livermore Valley,
Robert Selna, and any other individual submitting materials attached to, or exhibited in those
communications regarding the Aramis project, including, a Save North Livermore Valley letter
to the Board of Zoning Adjustments, dated November 20, 2020.
General Plan Violations
Scenic Route Element: As noted above the General Plan's Scenic Route Element designates
North Livermore Avenue and Manning Road (each of which run adjacent to the site) as two of
just a handful of Scenic Rural Recreational Routes in Alameda County. The routes derive their
11
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Aramis EIR, response to comments, page 116.
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designation from the beautiful open plains and rolling hills that one observes while traveling on
the routes (See Attachment A &B). With the scenic designation comes protections and
limitations on development. Two limitations that relate specifically to this project are: 1)
Provide for normal uses of land and protect against unsightly features; 2) Use landscaping to
increase scenic qualities of scenic route corridors (emphasis added). In addition, the Project
violates ECAP and Measure D scenic protections, including Policy 336: "In all cases, siting of
development envelopes and structures shall be controlled so that views from roads, trails and
other public places are not substantially blocked .... " (emphasis added). The project violates
these protections and others. If the project wishes to locate in the North Livermore Valley, it
must obtain a General Plan amendment that removes the valley from the Scenic Route
Element. Comments by Planner Bruce Jensen, who helped draft the EIR's land use section
support this

conclusion."

The Project EIR states, among other things that the Project would "degrade the existing visual
character of the area," and "contribute to a cumulatively considerable impact on aesthetic
resources." Nonetheless, staff incredibly concludes that the project does not violate the
General Plan and its Scenic Route element. Staff does little to support its position in its Feb. 22,
2021 letter to the Board of Supervisors, other than to state that the project would include a
landscape buffer that might mature after five years. If the buffer did, in fact, mature in five
years, sections of it would be more than 15-feet high. But, more importantly the buffer is, by
necessity, more akin to a wall of landscaping. The wall is needed to conceal the unsightly solar
panels, and does not increase the scenic qualities of the scenic route, as required by the
General Plan.
The landscape buffer is clearly not a solution to the Project's violation of the General Plan's
Scenic Route Element and may even do more harm than good. A wall of landscaping, as high as
15 feet, would block the views of the valley's plains and rolling hills for any motorist or cyclist
(See Attachment C). Even if one were to believe the landscape buffer maintains the area's
scenery, the project admits that it will not mature for five years. That's not how the scenic
route's protections work. They do not allow for temporary violations while landscaping
matures. The only way for the Project to solve its conflict with the General Plan's Scenic Route
element is a General Plan amendment removing North Livermore Ave. and Manning Rd. from
the element.
Water Management ("WM"): The WM neither permits nor conditionally permits large-scale
solar facilities. The only way for the Project to include WM land is a General Plan amendment,
which, due to Measure D, requires a vote of the people. The WM allows for limited residential
development, "quarries, reclaimed quarry lakes, watershed lands, arroyos, and similar
compatible uses." Measure D prohibits any new quarry or open-pit mines unless approved by
voters. Unlike the LPA, the WM does not allow windfarms or any other form of infrastructure.
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The project's 21 WM acres violate the General Plan. The only way for the Project to include WM
land is a General Plan amendment.
It is extremely important to understand that the two bases upon which staff claims the project
is allowed in the Large Parcel Agriculture General Plan Designation areas ("LPA'') - discussed
below - are not relevant to the WM. Unlike the LPA, staff cannot, and does not, make the
argument that 1) Solar is similar to uses already allowed in the WM and 2) That there is
precedent for allowing solar on WM land. Neither the GreenVolts, nor Cool Earth projects
included WM land. We do not accept staff's arguments related to the project's consistency with
the LPA, but even if one did accept those arguments, they do not apply to the WM.
During the nearly two years staff reviewed the Project, staff made it clear to the applicant and
to the public that the Project did not conform with the WM. Staff's conclusions were expressed
in the May 4, 2020 EIR Notice of Preparation ("NOP") as well as internal emails already in the
record. Staff's Feb. 22. 2021 letter to the Board of Supervisors now claims that its internal
emails were drafted after a hydrological study ("water study") (EIR, Appendix G) showed that
the project "would be located outside of high flow (flood) areas .... " Sadly, staff's claim is
misleading. When staff issues the NOP and when staff sent some internal emails, staff had in its
possession a "Preliminary Hydrology Study for the Aramis Solar Project,"14 which, in pertinent
part, reached the same conclusions that the Appendix G water study.
Boiled down to its essence, staff's argument that the Project is consistent with the WM goes as
follows: "The Project is not in a floodplain and the Project will not be ever under more than two
feet of water." In sum, here's what the water study says, "During a 100 year storm the flood
depths across the majority of the project area are less than 2 feet;" "The current site layout
avoids all areas of high flow and FEMA floodplains;" and, "Based on experience on other similar
projects, the site is suitable for the planned development."
It goes without saying, but the fact that a project will not be flooded cannot convert a "use"
that is not allowed in a general plan designation into a use that is allowed. Flood avoidance is
not a use. The project's 21 WM acres violate the General Plan. The only way for the Project to
include WM land is a General Plan amendment.
Large Parcel Agriculture ("LPA"): The LPA neither permits nor conditionally permits large-scale
solar projects. As a result, the only way for the Project to include LPA land is a General Plan
amendment.
In relevant part, the LPA "permits agricultural uses, agricultural processing facilities (for
example wineries, olive presses) ... public and quasi-public uses, solid waste landfills and related
waste management facilities, quarries, windfarms and related facilities, utility corridors, and
similar uses compatible with agriculture."
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Westwood. Preliminary Hydrology Study, Aramis Solar Project. Alameda County, April 2020. attached hereto as
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Measure D prohibits any new quarry unless approved by voters, and Measure D places limits on
adding to current landfill capacity and states the following about landfills: "Landfills and
quarries are massive, ugly and environmentally harmful uses of land" (Measure D, Section 2,
Finding J), making it extremely unlikely that new landfills will be approved in the County.
The foundation for staff's determination that large-scale solar is allowed in the LPA is that "The
Planning Department considers utility-scale solar energy facilities to be ... comparable to
'windfarms and related facilities,' and 'utility corridors."15 Staff attempts to bolster this
interpretation by perpetuating the fiction that sheep deployed for unspecified periods as weed
abaters and vague references to beekeeping are agricultural uses that are consistent with the
LPA and Measure D's direction to preserve North Livermore for cultivated agriculture.
In addition, staff states that its conclusions are supported by prior approvals of utility-scale
solar projects, GreenVolts and Cool Earth. Staff's interpretation has several obvious flaws as
follows: 1) Large-scale solar facilities are not comparable to windfarms or utility corridors (see
Attachments D&E), because each of them have very different land use impacts. Windfarms may
have significant impacts in the sky, but they have very little impact on the land; same for utility
corridors. Here's what County Planner Bruce Jensen said on August 24 in his edits to the
Project's EIR about the issue:
"we were wrong to claim that solar developments are comparable to windfarms and utility
corridors I believe that was a bad call on our part. This is not the same thing as saying that
large solar is NOT appropriate on these lands, but that in terms of land coverage,
environmental impacts and effects on ag, wnd (sic) and corridors are not similar to
solar.''16
Staff's tenuous foundation for allowing large-scale solar in the LPA crumbles quickly given
that it is not reasonable to compare large solar uses to windfarms and utility corridors. By
definition, the GreenVolts and Cool Earth approvals are invalid and there is no precedent for
Aramis whatsoever, or any other large-scale solar facility that want to locate in the LPA.
In addition to its analytical flaws, probably the most troubling thing about staff's
interpretation its land use and planning law ramifications. It means that Ara mis and any
other large-scale solar project that follows it may apply for a conditional use permit in the
LPA - meaning most of East County (See Attachment F). The bottom line is that staff's
interpretation is the equivalent of a general plan amendment, which under state law
requires review by the Board of Supervisors and its own Environmental Impact report. In this
case, due to Measure D, a General Plan amendment in East County would require a vote of
the people. Staff's interpretation violates both local and state law and Measure D.
The only way for the Project to include LPA land is a General Plan amendment.

15
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EBZA Staff Report, Nov. 24, 2020, not attached.
Aramis EIR, Section 4.11.2. LUP-2 (draft), attached hereto as Exhibit 15.
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Agricultural Zoning: Large scale solar projects are nether permitted, nor conditionally
permitted in the County's Agricultural ("A") zoning. The only way for the Project to include A
zoned land is a zoning amendment. Like General Plan amendment zoning amendments require
review by the Board of Supervisor and their separate environmental impact report. In this case,
due to Measure D, a zoning amendment would require a vote of the people of Alameda County.
Staff rests its determination that Large-scale solar is allowed in the A Zoning on County Code
Sections 17.54.050 and 17.54.060, which enables staff to bring questions about a single permit
application for a project's use to the Planning Commission to determine whether the project
and use can be permitted as of right, or conditionally permitted in any zoning district. Staff cites
the Green Volts determination for this premise and applies it to Aramis.
Much like staff's conclusions about the LPA, the ramifications of its interpretation of the scope
of Sections 17.54.050 and 17.54.060 contravene established local and state land use law. Boiled
down, here is staff's theory: once the Planning Commission determines that one applicant's
proposed use is consistent with those uses in any given zone, any applicant that comes after
that one project may also apply for a permit for that use, whether the use is permitted by right
or conditionally permitted. This extraordinary interpretation converts a Planning Commission
review of a single project into a county-wide zoning change (See Attachment F).
State law prohibits this type of staff-initiated shortcut around a zoning amendment, which, in
the case of lands covered by Measure D, requires a vote of the people. It also would require
findings associated with a change that impacts all of East County. Similar to its LPA
interpretation, staff does not seem to have know exactly what it was doing, yet failed to
request assistance from County Counsel.17
No Precedent
As stated above, county counsel and staff led Supervisor Miley and, by extension the full Board
of Supervisors - and the public - to believe, that Green Volts and Cool Earth would

not serve as

precedent for future large-scale solar developments in East County.
The Feb. 28, 2012 verbal exchange between Supervisor Nate Miley and County Counsel below.
Supervisor Nate Miley: "We have already determined that by approving the [2012 Cool Earth]
CUP we will not be legally-obligated in terms of any precedential value; this has no precedential
value whatsoever. Unequivocally."
County Counsel: "Correct."
Staff's use of Cool Earth (and GreenVolts) to justify its false determination that large-scale solar
is allowed with a CUP on all of the County's vast Agriculturally-zoned acreage is a betrayal of
the public trust.

17
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Measure D
The Project violates numerous provisions of Measure D, including many of the 300(+) policies
enumerated in Measure D intended to preserve agricultural land and open space in East
Alameda County.
The legal standard for interpreting the meaning of voter initiatives is as follows: "The words
must be understood, not as the words of the ... city council, or the city attorney, but as the
words of the voters who adopted the amendment. They are to be understood in the common
popular way, and, are not entitled to be considered in a technical sense inconsistent with their
popular meaning.'" (Burger v. Employees' Retirement System, 101 Cal.App.2d 700 (1951)).
The Findings of Measure D, which are not included in the ECAP, including the following
Finding 2(1): Measure D is designed to protect agricultural use as defined in Government Code
Section 51201(b). Government Code Section 51201(b) states the definition of agricultural use
as follows: "the use of land for the purposes of producing an agricultural commodity."
While the Ara mis project says it will include sheep to abate weeds, for as much as two months
(a time period that is unenforceable), the project does not attempt to make a credible
argument that the project is intended to produce an agricultural commodity.
The stated purposes of Measure D are as follows:
•

"protect the natural qualities, the wildlife habitats, the watersheds and the beautiful
open spaces of Alameda County from excessive, badly located and harmful
development."

•

Specifically related to North Livermore, "permit and encourage cultivated agriculture
and to preclude urbanization in the North Livermore area without unduly impairing the
open natural qualities of the area."

Below are just a few examples of the many ways in which the Project violates Measure D.
Policy 56: The County shall require all new developments to dedicate or acquire land for open
space and/or pay in lieu fees. In fact, there is no requirement included in the Project's
conditions of approval or mitigation measures that obligate the Project to dedicate any land
or easements.
Policy 87: The County shall encourage the ... permanent protection of existing and new
cultivated agriculture (emphasis added).
Policy 115: In all cases .... Development shall blend with and be subordinate to the environment
where located.
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Policy 336: In all cases, siting of development envelopes and structures shall be controlled so

views from roads, trails and other public spaces are not substantially blocked and to
minimize environmental harm (emphasis added).

that

~
The Project's EIR acknowledges that it will impose significant an unavoidable impacts on the
Scenic North Livermore Valley. In a statement of overriding considerations, the BZA found that
the Project's benefits outweighed its environmental impacts. Meaning that sacrificing a scenic
valley was worth powering 25,000 homes, an infinitesimal percentage of the state's 14 million
homes (see below). Meanwhile, existing and permitted solar energy facilities are already well
on their way to achieving California's renewable energy goals of converting to 100 percent
renewables by 2045. We have addressed the Project's numerous CEQA violations in a separate
letter.
Findings Failure
The Project does not meet any of the four findings necessary to approve a Conditional Use
Permit. As an example, on Finding #1- that the

project be required by public need - staff has

never provided any evidence that the Project is required by public need. And, staff does not
even make any genuine effort to argue that the Project meets Finding #1. Instead, the staff
report on the Project states that the project, "would

assist California in meeting renewable

energy generation goals .... "
In fact, the by the lntersect's own admission, the project may produce enough energy to power
25,000 homes. Census data shows that statewide, there are 14 million homes. Based on those
numbers, the Aramis Project's contribution to the state meeting its renewable energy goals is
.001785% of the goal. Given that Alameda County would be sacrificing a scenic valley and
violating its own General Plan and Zoning Code to do so, the trade-off is clearly not worth it.
Consider the following:
•

In 2019, the Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) reported that California ranks as
the highest solar power generating state in the nation, producing enough solar capacity
to power 7.7 million homes in the state.

•

In 2019, SEIA estimated that California will increase its solar capacity by 16,000 MW
over the next 5 years.

•

During the past five years, California's solar energy generation has increased by 350%

•

There are currently 9,460 MW of California renewable with permits ready to be built

In sum, the Project violates nearly every legislative, regulatory, and policy provision enacted for
the protection of North Livermore Valley, where the Project proposes to locate. These include,
but are not limited to the following:
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•

The County General Plan;

•

East County Area Plan ("ECAP") and related Measure D policies; and

•
•

The County Zoning Ordinance
The 2000 Alameda County Voter Initiative, Measure D (intended to protect agricultural
land, open space and wildlife habitat);
The 2000 Alameda County Voter Initiative, Measure D (intended to protect agricultural

•

land, open space and wildlife habitat);
•

The California Government Code

Conclusion
There is no doubt that the State of California must quickly transition to renewable energy. But
doing so requires smart planning and least conflict mapping so that the state can achieve all of
its environmental priorities and does not needlessly sacrifice agriculture land, biodiversity and
other natural resources in the process.
Unfortunately, Alameda County has not completed the policy and mapping work that would
ensure sensible siting of large solar projects in East County. In that vein, we urge you to advise
Intersect power look elsewhere to construct its Aramis solar project and to deny the Project's
CUP and EIR certification.
Respectfu I ly,

~~
Robert Selna,
Save North Livermore Valley
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ALAMEDA COUNTY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
PLANNING DEPARTMENT

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Board of Supervisors' Transportation/Planning Committee

FROM:

Chris Bazar, Director, Community Development Agency
Albert Lopez, Planning Director

DATE:

November 5, 2018

SUBJECT:

Draft Solar Policies for Alameda County and the East County Area Plan

BACKGROUND
The County last discussed broad-based solar policies in July 2013. At the time, the Board of Supervisors
chose a moderate policy position to address issues related to the siting of utility-scale solar energy facilities
(SEFs) in the rural East County. It also directed staff to develop a set of policies that would provide partial
policy direction but would also permit evaluation of each utility-scale solar proposal on a case-by-case
basis. The drafted policies would have applied to ground-mounted solar installations that generate power
for off-site use. Since these facilities tend to be much more land intensive than roof-mounted or groundmounted solar systems that generate power primarily for on-site use, they also tend to have the greatest
impacts.
Built Environment Solar Permits
The policies presented at the time also lightly address a Solar Program for the Urban Unincorporated
Area. The policies place the highest priority on developing solar energy capacity within the built
environment. Then as now, under current county development regulations, solar panels can be placed on
any existing legal roof, with a valid building permit. According to the County Building Inspection
Division (BID), the number of building permits issued annually for solar panels has increased year by
year; from 53 permits in 2010 to 85 in 2011, an increase of 60%; and 121 permits in 2012, an increase of
42% over 2011. From 2014- 2017, County BID issued 1,525 permits for new residential solar PV, an
average of more than 380 per year. Staff believes that this ongoing increase in permit activity reflects the
evolving private solar market; especially, consistent significant decreases in the price of panels, which are
expected to continue into the future, as well as diverse financing options that make installing solar panels
a more attractive investment.
For many years, the County has undertaken initiatives to support the development of solar energy within
the unincorporated area; highlights include:
•

The County and eleven of its Cities have formed a Joint Powers Authority to create a Community
Choice Aggregation (CCA) program, designated as the East Bay Community Energy Authority
(EBCEA), which is designed and intended to bring greater levels of renewable energy at
competitive prices to the residents of Alameda County. The EBCEA has now launched for all
customers in its service area. A major goal of the EBCEA is to encourage and invest in renewable
energy, including solar, at the local level.

•

According to General Services Agency staff, as of Spring 2017, the County has installed a total of
3.5 megawatts of solar panels at a total of 13 facilities, including county-owned facilities and two
community housing projects.

•

The Community Climate Action Plan (CAP), approved by the Board of Supervisors in 2011,
contains measures to promote solar development, including the creation of Solar Empowerment
Zones where incentives would be provided to encourage solar. That document is being updated at
this time, and will certainly include additional strategies to encourage solar development.

•

The County Public Works Agency developed an amendment to the Building Code to require solar
rooftops on all newly constructed single-family and low-rise multifamily buildings in the
Unincorporated Area. California State law and State Title 24 Building Codes already require new
construction to be "solar-ready," that is, to have building-by-building features in place to readily
accept solar photovoltaics and energy storage equipment.

•

Alameda County continues to support a variety of viable renewable and energy saving programs.

Utility Scaled Solar in Alameda County
While the County has moved on several fronts to incentivize and promote solar with an array of programs
in the built environment, there is also significant interest in locating large, utility scaled projects in the rural,
eastern part of the County. While not entirely a new development, one significant change in commercial
solar interest in Alameda County has been the shift in location preference. In the early 2010s, almost every
new solar proposal had been focused on the Mountain House region of the County, due to copious sunlight
year-round, flat topography and proximity to existing grid infrastructure. Along with these benefits,
drawbacks related to temporary loss of Important Farmland and wildlife habitat have made solar
development in the region a closely-watched process. At this time, there is still interest in that region, but
the Planning Department has recently seen a marked increase in proposals for the North Livermore Valley
area, which shares some of the amenities of the Mountain House region, and which also has less potential
for productive farmland loss. However, North Livermore does have some General Plan Policy constraints
and other issues of its own.
The earlier draft policies from the 2011-2014 effort were based on input from seven community meetings
held during that period. The meeting attendees included property owners, solar industry representatives,
environmentalists, agriculturalists, and staff from various government agencies and neighboring
jurisdictions. The new policies draw upon those same concepts, but also recognize that the solar field has
grown again considerably since 2014, the industry is maturing technologically and politically, the State has
shown its increasing support for solar development and at the same time has become more precise in its
general policy for location preference.
Proposed Policies for Rural East County
As in the 2011-2014 effort, the impetus for developing the draft policies attached in Table 1 has been both
interest from the industry (Planning has 3-4 active applications, with inquiries for more), and the recognition
of the lack of clear policies for solar development in the East County Area Plan (ECAP). When the ECAP
was written (and amended by Measure D), utility-scale SEFs were not as commonplace as they are now,
and the interest in solar facilities that exists today was not anticipated. The draft policies are intended to
explicitly state the County's support for solar development, while at the same time directing the
development to locations where potential impacts can be minimized and, as necessary, identifying
appropriate mitigation to address impacts.
'

The new policies also implicitly reflect the North Livermore location interest, and some of the benefits and
issues that occur there. This is not to say the Mountain House area is unavailable and undesirable, but that
policy concerns with real life impacts exist in that region.
Many existing policies in the ECAP would apply to solar developments as they would apply to any other
typ e of development. Topics addressed in these policies include the encroachm ent of incompatible uses,
visual and biological resources, alteration of landforms, grading, slope, utilities, cultural resources, and
public facilities. Table 1 contains listings of these policies by category.

Consistency with ECAP Land Use Designations
The proposed policies are based on the premise that SEFs are consistent with the Large Parcel Agriculture
land use designation in the ECAP. This designation explicitly permits " ... utility corridors, and similar uses
compatible with agriculture"; the descriptions for the Resource Management (RM) and Water Management
(WM) designations contain no mention of utility uses, based on ECAP language Staff currently considers
the RM and WM designations to be unsuitable for solar development.
Through the process of developing the proposed solar policies and in analyzing solar projects that have
already been approved in the East County, it has been determined that the .01 Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
required in the ECAP for non-residential development does not apply to ground-mounted solar installations.
FAR restrictions, as defined in the ECAP, apply to buildings. While the General Plan does not define the
term "building," the Zoning Ordinance defines a building as " ... any structure erected for the support, shelter
or enclosure of persons, animals or property." Ground-mounted solar installations, generally solar panels
supported by a framework, do not provide shelter from the elements as a weather-proofroof does; therefore,
they are not considered a building.
Description of Proposed Policies
Williamson Act
For property under Williamson Act contract, the existing coverage limit of 10% of the parcel or 10 acres,
whichever is less, for compatible uses, including solar facilities would be maintained. Cancellation of
contracts to allow for more intensive SEF developments would be allowed, assuming that the findings
required by the County's Uniform Rule 5 and state statute can be made. These findings include the
following:
The finding that the cancellation is in the public interest requires the following specific findings:
a.

Other public concerns substantially outweigh the objectives of the Williamson Act.

b. There is no proximate non-contracted land which is both available and suitable for the
proposed alternative use.
There is now another option that may prove preferable to cancellation. In 2011, Senate Bill 618 authorizes
the parties to a Land Conservation (Williamson) Act or Farmland Security Zone (FSZ) contract, after an
eligibility determination and management plan review conducted by the Department of Conservation, in
consultation with the Department of Food and Agriculture, to mutually agree to rescind a contract (or a
portion of) in order to simultaneously enter into a solar-use easement that would require that the land be
used for solar photovoltaic facilities for a term of 20 years, or if the landowner requests, for a term of not
less than l O years. The easement will impose restrictions that will effectively limit the use of the land to

photovoltaic solar facilities, and any other incidental or subordinate agricultural, open-space uses outlined
in the easement agreement.
These regulations establish the procedures, fees, standards, and criteria for solar-use easements between
agricultural landown ers and the County that are parties to Land Conservation and Farmland Security Zone
Act contracts. At the time that a proposed solar-use easement application is submitted to the Department of
Conservation for consultation as provided in Governm ent Code section 51191, the landowner who is
seeking the solar-use easement shall pay the Departm ent of Conservation an application fee of$7,100.
Assembly Bill 2241 establishes a new distribution formula for rescission fees assessed on solar-use
easements, until January 1, 2020. The rescission fee for removal of the contract and reentry into a solaruse easement will be 10% of the fair market value of the property for land under a Williamson Act contract
or Farmland Security Zone. The bill also requires that only 50% of the rescission fees collected are to be
deposited in the State General Fund. It should be noted that no current applicant has sought to recast their
existing contract with a 20 year solar-use easement agreement.
Summ ary of Proposed Policies
The proposed policies are presented in Table 1. The policies are extensive, reflecting the most recent State
direction and most comm on best practices, and are divided into several categories, which are described
below.
a.

Encourage Local Solar Energy: The policies in this category both encourage appropriate solar
development in the urban and rur al areas, and also supporting infrastructure and programs, such as
energy storage and EBCE partnerships.

b.

Solar Energy Facility (SEF) Siting: The policies here are intended to generally guide siting of SEFs
in a manner consistent with County policy - to manage land use conflicts, ensure environmental
protection, protect public health and safety, and support energy development.

c.

Solar Energy Facilities and Measure D: This section describes a basic conformi ty of SEFs with the
policies that stem from Measure D, as infrastructure and quasi-public uses, and also states that the
2-acre building site limitation does not apply.

d.

Solar Energy Facilities on Agricultural Land: Taken comprehensively, policies in this section are
moderately composed, designed to protect productive or viable Important Farmlands from
conversion to SEFs, and to direct SEF development to lands of lower productivity. They do,
however, establish that SEFs are an acceptable dual use with agriculture on appropriately zoned
lands provided the ag use remains viable. Mitigation for SEF development on Important Farmlands

in the form of a conservation easement to be determined at the time ofproject approval, either on
or offsite is included, but also provide for an applicant to propose other methods ofmitigation that
may include community benefits that can be shown to have a nexus with the concept ofagricultural
preservation and promotion. Williamson Act contracts are discussed, along with the allowance of
SEFs with either cancellation or rescission and replacement with a Solar Use Easement Contract
(SUEC). These draft policies could be altered to provide greater flexibility in siting and agricultural
mitigation.
e.

Natural Resources and Environmental Review: The policies in this category are designed to ensure
that natural resources such as water quality, wildlife habitat, special status species and other
environmental values are analyzed and accounted for in project design and approval, including
compliance with the East Alameda County Conservation Strategy (EACCS) and establishment of

permanent easements to mitigate habitat intrusion. The Altamont Wind Resource Area is excluded
from solar energy development until it can be demonstrated that bird populations would not be
adversely affected.
f.

Community Oriented Solar Energy Facilities: Local, community oriented, urban and distributed
energy resources and infrastructure are emphasized in these policies, along with recognition of
resiliency and community health, safety and welfare as desirable goals.

g.

Decommissioning and Restoration Plan: These policies require restoration and reclamation of sites
affected by SEFS to a condition at least as good as the original condition, and a substantive plan to
achieve that end, prior to issuance of building permits. A financial assurance is required to
guarantee the restoration can be implemented.

h.

Monitoring and Inspection: This section simply requires that the costs of permitting, inspection
and enforcement are born by the project applicant / operator. A monitoring program is also
required.

1.

Sensitive Viewsheds: Because visual sensitivity is an important consideration in rural areas, a
policy is included to require a SEF project to take reasonable steps to minimize the effects on visual
character. It does not preclude a SEF in any location.

J.

Existing Policies 71 and 72 are proposed to be modified. These policies currently state that the
County shall conserve prime soils, and preserve the farmlands of the Mountain House area. The
proposed amendments would exchange the word 'conserve' in place of the word 'preserve' in
Policy 72, and then add statements that photovoltaic SEF development shall be considered as
conserving of the prime soils when approved along with a Decommissioning and Restoration
Plan as described in Policy (31 ).

NEXT STEPS

Staff recommends that your Committee recommend staff to proceed with implementing an urban
unincorporated solar program as discussed above to facilitate and encourage solar near the end user. For
the most part Staff believes this will be the role of the EBCE, but land use policies can certainly advance
their efforts. It is not anticipated that the urban solar program will require a change to the County's General
Plan although some zoning ordinance changes, building code changes and program development work are
anticipated.
In addition, staff recommends your Committee recommend staff to proceed with a general plan amendment
to incorporate proposed policies into the East County Area Plan pertaining to utility-scaled solar in the rural
unincorporated areas. The next step in this process will be to conduct the CEQA analysis, the level of which
will be determined through the policies themselves as well as through preparation of an initial study. Once
the CEQA document has been completed, the proposed policies will be presented to the Planning
Commission for its recommendation. Final steps would include the Board Transportation and Planning
Committee and then to the full Board of Supervisors for final adoption. The timeframe for this process will
largely be determined by the type of CEQA document that must be prepared.
Attachments:

•

Attachment A- Table - Draft Solar General Plan Policies to be added to the ECA

TABLE 1-Solar Energy Policy Matrix

To~ic
Encourage Local Solar
Energy Production

Discussion

Proposed Policies

County's commercial and residential communities will continue to ' Policy 1:
grow in the foreseeable future. Access to dependable and
affordable energy sources is critical to maintaining and enhancing
' Policy 2:
the quality of life enjoyed by residents and businesses. As energy
needs grow, so do the needs to develop new energy sources. The
I County has a great potential to produce solar energy including solar ' Policy 3:
I
, and wind energy facilities for local and regional consumption.
I

I

These policies will encourage local solar energy production to meet
1 local energy demand and support the State's efforts to fulfill the
Policy 4:
I
Renewable Portfolio Standard {RPS). The RPS is a state law
1
; mandating increased production of solar electricity by California
I
utilities. Under the targets of California's RPS, all electricity
Policy 5:
providers
in
the
state
must
procure
at
least
50%
of
the
electricity
1
, they sell from eligible solar resources by 2030. California's RPS is
Policy 6:
administered jointly by the California Energy Commission (CEC) and '
: the California Public Utilities Commission {CPUC).
Policy 7:
Alameda County and eleven of its incorporated cities have launched Policy 8:
: a Community Choice Aggregation {CCA) program, formed as East
Bay Community Energy {EBCE). EBCE proposes build a program to
Policy 9:
, procure energy for its members using progressively higher levels of
solar and/or low carbon energy at competitive rates compared to
' the incumbent utility. Over the long-term, EBCE may be in a
1 position to purchase solar energy from local providers for its
customers, which would bring with it other local tax and
employment benefits. The EBCE would use public programs and
public-private partnerships to advance the availability of solar
energy in Alameda County. EBCE expects to launch its power sales '
program in 2018. The County and EBCE may wish to work together
to facilitate clean energy and local benefits.
Various technologies are available to convert solar energy sources
, into a usable form of energy. Existing technologies and facilities can
' vary in scale and intensity. The majority of existing solar energy
' production in the County occurs at large wind facilities that supply
1 energy for consumption throughout County and region. These
'
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Encourage local solar energy production torr
energy demand while allowing excess energy
to the grid.
The County shall support the State of Califon
to fulfill the Renewable Portfolio Standard {R
The County shall place the highest priority on
development of solar energy capacity in the t
built environment in order to minimize envin
impacts.
The County shall encourage and promote ecc
development and workforce development pr
conjunction with solar energy projects.
Implement the energy conservation and effic
measures identified in the County Climate Ac
Promote use of energy storage technologies·
appropriate for the character of the propose:
Identify and prioritize programs that support
effective and universal access to solar energy
Work with the EBCE to bring increasing levels
energy to the County at competitive rates.
As a condition of approval of any utility-scale
energy facility permit {minimum capacity of 1
megawatts {MW)), and/or as a provision of a
cooperation agreement, or at any appropriat
the course of doing business, a solar energy f
project proponent shall agree to give first-rig
refusal on any Power Purchase Agreement {P
negotiations thereto, to East Bay Community
Authority {EBCEA), and make such offer to th
prior to negotiations with any other offtaker.

TABLE 1-Solar Energy Policy Matrix
Topic
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. By 2050, California's GHG
emissions are to be 80 percent lower than 1990 levels.
These policies reflect a combination of insights from best practices,
environmental conditions, local values, climate change and
economic need while adhering to State mandates and encouraging
local solar energy production. It is essential then that the County's
regulatory rules be clear and provide guiding principles for current
and future technologies to be evaluated and permitted. While
regulatory updates will be necessary from time to time, the
· proposed policy will provide a framework to encourage local solar
energy production.
Solar Energy Facility
(SEF) Siting

Solar Energy Facilities
and Measure D

Solar Energy Facilities {SEF) siting policies seek to ensure reasonable
opportunities for development of solar energy in a manner
consistent with County priorities expressed in the ECAP. More
specifically, regulation of SEF siting is intended to manage land use
conflicts; safeguard the environment; protect public health and
safety; and facilitate energy development. These intentions are
best accomplished through the adoption of siting standards. This is
particularly true in the context of ongoing advancements in solar
energy technologies that can greatly change their performance,
size, installation and impacts. Standards will help ensure that future
solar energy development will be suitable for site-specific
conditions and compatible with surrounding uses and
environmental resources.

Although there is no specific reference to solar facilities or solar
farms in the LPA land use designation, the Planning Department
staff and the Planning Commission have determined, as part of the
review and approval of another solar energy facility application,
that such a use is allowed in that it would constitute a quasi-public
use consistent with "windfarms and related uses, utility corridors
and similar uses compatible with agriculture."

Policy 10:

Policy 11:

Policy 12:

Policy 13:

Solar Energy Facilities {SEF) will be located in
meet County standards, local values, commu
and environmental and cultural resource pro
priorities.
Utility-oriented Solar Energy Facilities {SEF)"'
subject to site selection criteria consistent wi
priorities.

Permitted SEFs can be found to be consistent
provisions of Measure D, specifically the acth
of SEFs, as they are considered needed infras
and a quasi-public use.
Utilizing the definition of infrastructure as de
Measure D, SEFs are not limited to a two am
envelope as they are needed for permissible
,,1 ............ 1 ......... .,_ ........ +
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Solar Energy Facilities on
Agricultural Land

, ... :, . . .

. ·-.. . '

. : ... ·l>iscussiQn

In November 2000, the Alameda County electorate approved the
Save Agriculture and Open Space Lands Initiative (Measure D). The
Initiative amended portions of the County General Plan, including
the East County Area Plan (ECAP). The purposes of this Initiative
are to preserve and enhance agriculture and agricultural lands, and
to protect the natural qualities, the wildlife habitats, the
watersheds and the open space of Alameda County from excessive,
poorly located and harmful development.

. ,

Proposed Policies

Policy 14:

Policy 15:

The County has an established a Land Conservation (Williamson)
Act Program that enables the County to enter into contracts with
private landowners for the purpose of restricting specific parcels of
land to agricultural or related open space use. In return,
landowners receive reduced property tax assessments.
Since 1965, Williamson Act contracted lands have been traditionally
utilized for agriculture in order to produce food and fiber. With the
increase need for solar energy sources, the State has enabled local
jurisdictions to expand the allowed uses on contracted lands for
solar land uses. Solar photovoltaic energy can be considered a
compatible use related to the agriculture use of the land. Also, the
a Williamson Act contract may be simultaneously removed and
reentered into a solar-use easement or be canceled if the Public
Interest or Consistency findings are made by the Board of
Supervisors.
The Solar panels may be compatible with the primary agricultural
operation by demonstrating consistency with the Principles of
Compatibility Alameda County Uniform Rules and Procedures
Governing Agricultural Preserves and Williamson Act Contracts.
However, coverage of parcels under contract is limited to 10% or 10
acres, whichever is less. Providing for dual use of solar and
agriculture on the same parcel is a developing concept and
something the County should support.

The County shall encourage the dual use of S
agricultural uses on the same parcel to thee>
agricultural use remains viable and the SEF d1
degrade the present or future suitability of tl
agricultural purposes, or convert the site to a
agricultural use.
In cases where SEFs are located on lmportan1
Farmlands, which include lands designated a:
Farmlands of State-wide Importance, or Uniq
Farmlands, the County shall address the loss
lands by requiring mitigation to be determine
time of project approval. The mitigation shal
commensurate with the identified impact am
nexus to the general concept of preserving a1
on important farmlands.
Mitigation can include placing farmland of eq
quality (either on-site or off-site within Alam,
under permanent easement at a ratio to be it
the time of project approval, payment of in-Ii
programmable for the long-range preservatic
agricultural land uses, or other mitigation aru
community benefit as may be identified by t]

Policy 16:

o,...lir,, 17°

Any land under easement serving as mitigatic
maintained for the duration of the project un
project land is returned to a comparable stat,
equivalent (or better) productivity prior to th
development; or
Submit an on-site agricultural management i::
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Courr
making body that viable commercial agriculn
will continue on at least half of the property i
conjunction with the SEF for the life of the SE
is also encouraged in these cases.

TABLE 1-Solar Energy Policy Matrix

In 2011, Senate Bill 618 authorizes the parties to a Land
Conservation (Williamson) Act or Farmland Security Zone (FSZ)
contract, after an eligibility determination and management plan
review conducted by the Department of Conservation, in
consultation with the Department of Food and Agriculture, to
mutually agree to rescind a contract (or a portion of) in order to
simultaneously enter into a solar-use easement that would require
that the land be used for solar photovoltaic facilities for a term of
20 years, or if the landowner requests, for a term of not less than
10 years. The easement will impose restrictions that will effectively
limit the use of the land to photovoltaic solar facilities, and any
other incidental or subordinate agricultural, open-space uses
outlined in the easement agreement.
If agricultural land is converted or displaced, farmland of equivalent
quality either on-site or off-site within Alameda County under
permanent easement at a 1:1 ratio of farmland used for solar
installation. The land under easement shall be maintained in
perpetuity in a state of equivalent (or better) productivity
compared to the land developed. This mitigation measure ratio can
be altered by the decision makers prior to adoption of the policy
proposal but should mitigate for the loss of farmland.

Policy 18:

Policy 19:

Policy 20:

Solar-use easement applications will be subrr
Department of Conservation for consultation
provided in Government Code section 51191.
landowner who is seeking the solar-use ease:
pay the Department of Conservation an appli
The County shall require SEFs on property un
Williamson Act contract to comply with Unifc
Section II. E. 3 of the Alameda County Uniforr
Procedures Governing Agricultural Preserves
Williamson Act Contracts, or otherwise demc
consistency with the Principles of Compatibil
Uniform Rule 2, Section I. A.
The County shall limit the development of SE
South Livermore Valley Plan Area to building
structures or ground mounted facilities over
impervious surfaces within the designated bi
envelope. The removal of vineyards for the ir
of solar panels shall not be permitted.

Policy 71 - Proposed Modification: The County shall consen
soils (Class I and Class II, as defined by the USDA Soil ConserService Land Capability Classification) and Farmland of State
Importance and Unique Farmland (as defined by the Califon
Department of Conservation Farmland Mapping and Manito
Program) outside the Urban Growth Boundary; photovoltaic
development shall be considered as conserving of the prime
approved along with a Decommissioning and Restoration Pl<
described in Policy (31).
Policy 72 - Proposed Modification: The County shall consen
the soils and lands of the Mountain House area for intensive
agricultural use: photovoltaic SEF development shall be con~
conserving of the land and its soils for intensive agricultural
approved along with a Decommissioning and Restoration Pl<
described in Policy (31).

TABLE 1-Solar Energy Policy Matrix
Topic

Discussion

Proposed Policies

' community-oriented solar energy facilities that produce electricity

supply and quality, cultural, archaeological,

, for local consumption.
'
, A major element of permitting for new infrastructure is an
environmental review. The California Environmental Quality Act
1
(CEQA) identifies the environmental review process and

Policy 23:

Policy 24:

requirements for all projects within the state. An initial study serves 1
as a preliminary analysis to determine whether an environmental
! impact report (EIR) or a negative declaration (ND) must be prepared ; Policy 25:
1

1

or to identify the significant environmental effects to be analyzed in :
an EIR. Typically an EIR, or equivalent document, is prepared for
' electricity infrastructure projects unless the project is very small
I (for example, a 1 MW solar PV project). In that case, a ND or
1

paleontological and scenic resources.
Encourage siting, construction and screening
avoid, minimize or mitigate significant changi
visual environment including minimizing light
The County shall utilize the East Alameda COl
Conservation Strategy (EACCS) to determine
Solar Energy Facilities (SEF) siting biological n
Place and maintain land of equivalent quality
site or off-site within Alameda County under
easement for any natural habitat displaced.

mitigated negative declaration (MND) may be prepared instead.

Community-oriented
solar energy facilities

, Community-oriented solar energy facilities refers to modular solar
• energy systems that generate electricity as needed. Their priority is
"local production primarily for local consumption". Community-

Policy 26:

oriented facilities are often owned by non-utility entities, such as
schools, neighborhoods, coops, communities or businesses that
offset all or part of their on-site electrical need.

Policy 27:

The EBCE may wish to participate in programs of this type, as these
programs advance the resiliency of the electrical grid and stabilize

Policy 28:

, energy prices.

Policy 29:

Decommissioning and
Restoration Plan

, The County shall require Solar Energy Facilities (SEF) developers to
provide and implement a decommissioning and restoration plan
that provides for reclamation of the site to a condition at least as
: good as that which existed before the lands were disturbed or

The County shall not approve Solar Energy Fa
(SEF) in the Altamont Pass Wind Resource Ar,
unless it can be demonstrated to the satisfac
County that the SEF will not adversely affect·
monitoring that is conducted as a condition c
Community-oriented solar energy facilities w
prioritized to complement local values and st
high quality of life in unincorporated commui
Prioritize, facilitate, and encourage onsite ace
solar energy generation including energy stoi
serve the unincorporated county, with a prirr
on rooftop and parking lot solar energy gene:
Promote an adaptive distributed energy infra
that sustains local communities and improve:
to grid failures and increasing energy prices.

Policy 30:

Encourage solar energy facilities to meet corr
goals, including supporting community healtl
and recreational needs.

Policy 31:

The County shall require SEF developers to p1
implement a decommissioning and restoratic
provides for reclamation of the site to a cond
least as good as that which existed before th:

TABLE 1-Solar Energy Policy Matrix
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Discussion

Proposed Policies

' secure the expense of dismantling and removing the SEF and
, restoring the site. A SEF that ceases to produce electricity on a
, continuous basis for twelve months should be considered
,
abandoned and the owner/operator would be required to complete ,
, the requirements in the restoration plan.

b)

c)

d)

e)
f)

g)

h)

;

' Policy 32:
Policy 33:

utility-scaled SEF for the purpose of providing
assurance to guarantee completion of decom
and restoration.
A plan and timeframe for removal of all equl]
components when they are no longer in use,
material reused or recycled to the greatest e>
possible;
Removal of graveled areas and access roads c
restoration of the surface grade and placeme
topsoil after removal of all structures and eqt
including grading, revegetation and erosion c
to return the site to an appropriate end use;
Revegetation of disturbed areas that will not
cultivated agriculture with native seed mixes
species consistent with local ecotypes;
A cost estimate for all restoration activities;
Assurance that handling and disposal of wast
from the removal of equipment will comply v
applicable federal, state and county regulatio
standards; and
A statement signed by the owner/operator t~
take full responsibility for restoring the site ir
accordance with the Decommissioning and R1
Plan upon cessation of use.
Provide for an inspection after all decommiss
site restoration work to ensure that the work
completed to the standards required by the C
prior to release of the decommissioning and 1
bond.
The restoration plan shall be approved by the
making body at the time of permit approval.
Prior to the issuance of a Building Permit for
construction of the solar facility, a Financial P
security in a form and amount acceptable to
should be required to secure the expense of,
and removing the Solar Energy Facilities {SEF:
restoring the site. A SEF that ceases to produ
.alortr"iritu nn
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Discussion
Policy 35:

The applicant must submit periodic reports n
the site activity and compliance with the proj
conditions.

The solar energy policy would allow the use of open space for the
: Policy 36:
i harvest of a natural resource and its conversion to a form usable by
: the community. However, the policy shall protection of sensitive
viewsheds and biological resources and uphold current ECAP
policies.

A project shall use reasonable measures not
the visual character of the existing setting.

Monitoring of site activity can be accomplished using periodic
reports from the developer and onsite inspections.

Sensitive Viewsheds

Proposed Policies

' A project can adversely affect visual character or visual quality by
creating contrast with the form, line, color, texture, or spatial
I arrangement of the existing setting; by introducing a dominant
1 element to a view; by blocking a scenic view; or by causing light or
,
glare. Energy facilities can produce glare (if reflective materials like
I solar panels or mirrors are used) that can shine on surrounding
areas. Nighttime lighting can be directly visible or can illuminate the '
sky. Utility-scale solar energy facilities can occupy very large tracts
of land and may be inconsistent with the existing scenic qualities of
l the landscape.

i

I
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Laura next stated that she has spoken to Dick Schneider at the Sierra Club. She hopes that the TVC, Sierra Club, Save Mt.
Diablo group and Greenbelt Alliance will form a joint position on solar plants on rural land - specifically undertake the
study before approving any individual projects.
Laura stated that she will attend the Ag. Advisory Committee meeting.
Stephen

Begin forwarded message:

From: Laura Mercier <lmercier@trivalleyconservancy.org>
Subject: FW: solar study question
Date: July 23, 2020 at 3:41 :38 PM PDT
To: Stephen Cassidy <stephen@cassidylawca.com>
Hi Stephen,
Here is the email from Bruce Jensen about the "Site Study".
Best,
Laura
From: Jensen, Bruce, CDA <bruce.jensen@acgov.org>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 3:20 PM
To: McElligott, Elizabeth, CDA <elizabeth.mcelligott@acgov.org>; Laura Mercier
<lmercier@trivalleyconservancy.org>
Subject: Re: solar study question

HI, Laura - we did begin the scoping process for a solar mapping project, on that would have
ultimately been able to draw isopleths on a map of the county that would have shown relative
levels of greater or lesser impact for a variety of factors - agriculture, biodiversity, visual impact,
and perhaps a handful of other factors. We did a Request for Proposals and sent it out to
several potential contractors who could help do the technical and number-crunching work.
We received three responses of varying quality and cost - suffice it to say that the costs were all
too high, some astronomically so, and only one out of three actually responded well to the
project description - the other two were far outside the boundaries of what we were asking. It
was disappointing.
The consultant selection process is complex, requires us to legally dot the "i"s and cross the
"t''s, and given the constraints of the process and the poor selection of proposals, we felt we
had no choice but to close the process.
I am sorry to have to report this; it was, as I said, disappointing, although I have a feeling that
with the levels of controversy surrounding the issue of large-scale solar in the rural areas, we
would not have been able to complete the task by the present day anyway.
The mapping issue aside, there are a few factors that will continue to define where and if solar
can be placed in the rural areas.
2

First, access to flat open lands with plenty of sunshine is still critical to making a solar project
pencil out and satisfy the investors - that is one reason why the Mountain House area and the
North Livermore areas are attractive to solar developers. In fact, they are the only lands we
have in the County that have these characteristics.
Second, easy access to electrical grid infrastructure is an important cost and construction
consideration ... and again, both Mountain House and North Livermore provide this type of
access.
Third, lands that minimize impacts on ag use and biology. Both areas of the County have both
of these characteristics to varying degrees. Lands where these values are minimized are either
very hilly and hard to develop, or they have other factors, like general scenic value, that make
them challenging for solar.
Fourth, impacts on neighbors. Every land use has an impact on those living nearby, whether in
the urban or rural area, and solar development is no exception. The potential for solar
development largely depends on the tolerance for these impacts.
The mapping project, ideally, would have helped to sharply define these values and overlay
them one atop another to show where the lesser and greater impacts would occur.
As of now, we have to rely upon the individual CEQA analyses for each project, which would
need to have been done anyway, and whatever the general impressions decision makers arrive
at, in order to get a determination on a project.
I hope this answers your questions - if not, please feel free to contact me at either this e-mail or
at my cell phone, 1-510-731-4131.
Best wishes, and please be safe! - Bruce
From: McElligott, Elizabeth, CDA <elizabeth.mcelligott@acgov.org>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 2:15 PM
To: Jensen, Bruce, CDA <bruce.jensen@acgov.org>

Subject: FW: solar study question
Hi Bruce,
Can you please provide a brief summary of what happened with the solar mapping RFP process that
can send to Laura (unless you want to respond directly to her)? Thanks.

I

Liz McElligott I Assistant Planning Director
AIAMEDA COUNTY I Community Development Agency
Planning Department
224 W. Winton Avenue, Room 111 • Hayward, CA 94544
Office 510-670-6120 I Fax 510-785-8793
elizabeth.mcelligott@acgov.org I www.acgov.org/cda
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message including attachments, if any, is intended only for the person(s) or entity(ies) to which it
is addressed and may contain confidential and /or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
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From: Laura Mercier <lmercier@trivalleyconservancy.org>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:43 PM
To: McElligott, Elizabeth, CDA <elizabeth.mcelligott@acgov.org>
Subject: solar study question
Hi Liz,
How are you doing?
Mark Triska and I had a zoom call with Chris Brown and Stephan Cassidy about the solar project being
proposed. They explained that there is a North Livermore group made of approximately 60 local
families who are opposing this project.
During this conversation they mentioned that about 8 months ago the Supervisors requested for staff to
complete a county wide study to identify best locations for solar panels in the county. They explained
that some bids were received for this study however they believe for whatever reason the process
stopped. Could you give me some background on it from your perspective please?
Thank you,
Laura
** This email was sent from an external source. If you do not know the sender, do not click on
links or attachments. **
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
alifornia has ambitiously embarked on a path to shift
its energy portfolio to renewable sources. State mandates, such as the Global Warming Solutions Act of
2006 (AB 32), coupled with the financial incentives offered
to energy developers through the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009, have resulted in a vigorous
push to increase the permitting and construction of renewable
energy projects and transmission lines in the Golden State. As
oflate January 2012, 59 solar-photovoltaic (PY) projects were
in the permitting process within the five southern San Joaquin
counties. If all these proposed projects are approved and built,
they will cover 23, 118 acres and potentially generate as much
as 2,780 megawatts of power. This is in addition to the 45
projects already approved for another 17,570 acres that are
expected to produce 1,648 megawatts of power.
Defenders of Wildlife strongly supports the carbon pollution emission-reduction goals found in AB 32, including
the development of renewable sources of energy, but as we
transition toward clean energy it is imperative that we strike
a balance between addressing the near-term impact of industrial-scale renewable development on wildlife and wild lands
and the long-term impacts of climate change on biological
diversity, fish and wildlife habitat and prime agricultural lands.
To achieve this, we need renewable energy planning that is
"smart from the start."
Smart-from-the-start renewable energy development
guides projects to low-value, low-conflict areas and degraded
agricultural lands-aiming to avoid or minimize adverse

C
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impacts on wildlife, valuable agricultural lands, and high-value
resource lands such as vernal pools, foraging habitat, riparian
corridors and transitional biotic zones. This approach has two
clear benefits: protecting vital natural resources and speeding
up the permitting process for renewable energy projects.
To identify methods and opportunities for incentivizing
smart-from-the-start planning for solar, wind and geothermal
energy and related transmission projects, Defenders' Central
Valley Renewable Energy Project tracked proposed renewable
energy projects in five southern San Joaquin Valley counties:
Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera and Tulare. This is a region of
intense interest to renewable energy developers because of its
temperate climate and world-class solar resources. The region
is also prized by conservationists because it encompasses highly
sensitive wildlife habitats.
Central Valley Renewable Energy Project staff participated in renewable energy-planning workgroups and held
discussions with state and federal agencies involved in siting and permitting, county-level staff and decision makers,
project developers, and other stakeholders. This in-depth
review of renewable energy development in the southern San
Joaquin revealed five common challenges: inadequate planning capacity for power projects and transmission lines; a
lack of regional coordination; insufficient focus on impaired
or degraded lands; and inadequate environmental review/
analysis and permitting. Defenders' Central Valley Renewable Energy Project then developed recommendations for
addressing each of these challenges.

Central Valley Renewable Energy Project Recommendations for Implementing Smart from the Start Renewable Energy Siting

Recom m endations
Address the lack of planning
capacity and tools.

► Create a renewable energy clearinghouse in the
Governor's Office of Planning and Research to
provide land-use planning guidance and technical
support to local governments undertaking
renewable energy planning and permitting.

► Centralize tracking and mapping of locations,
acreages and environmental characteristics of
proposed renewable energy project sites and
related transmission upgrades to facilitate
coordinated, comprehensive land-use and
environmental planning for renewable energy.

► Identify "energysheds"-areas at a regional or
county level that have renewable energy resources
and the appropriate land, environmental
characteristics and other resources with the
highest potential for effective smart-fromthe-start renewable energy development.

► Adopt energy elements in local jurisdictions'
general plans that are based on regional
planning and identification of energysheds.

► Provide funding to local jurisdictions
for regional coordination of renewable
energy planning and permitting.

► Establish renewable energy combining

Improve transmission
planning and capacity.

or overlay zoning districts or siting
criteria to incentivize smart-from-thestart renewable energy development.

► Plan future transmission lines and

► Implement tiered permitting approaches
that provide for streamlined, legally
minimal permitting for smart-fromthe-start renewable energy projects.

► Include clearly defined smart-from-thestart development standards and siting
criteria in regulatory codes adopted by local
jurisdictions for renewable energy projects.

► Develop and implement best-practices-based
model energy elements, development codes,
and conditions of approval to build local
jurisdictions' capacity to review and permit
renewable energy projects efficiently.

► Provide funding to local jurisdictions
for renewable energy planning.

Provide regional coordination.

► Implement comprehensive regional planning
and mapping to identify the locations and
siting criteria that are most appropriate for
renewable energy development based on energy
resources, biological resources, agricultural
lands, cultural resources and land uses.

systems to serve identified energysheds,
incentivizing and facilitating smart-fromthe-start renewable energy siting.

► Establish regional coordination
among transmission authorities to
avoid duplicative infrastructure.

► Urge the California Independent System Operator
Corporation (ISO) to prioritize transmission
lines and upgrades such as the Midway-Gregg
line to serve the southern San Joaquin Valley

► Develop a centralized transmission-capacity
information portal to provide current and
projected transmission-capacity information
to local governments and jurisdictions.

Focus on impaired or
degraded lands.

► Use quantifiable analysis methods such as the
Land Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA)
model to identify impaired lands. In areas with
unique constraints, such as the Wesdands Water
District, consider developing an area-specific
LESA model to further refine the analysis.

► Utilize renewable energy-specific tools for the
interim management of Williamson Act contracts
such as those provided by SB 618 (Wolk).

defenders.org 3

► Develop and implement smart-fromthe-start criteria for renewable energy
development of impaired agricultural lands.

► Pursue smart-from-the-start renewable energyproject siting on agricultural lands that are
demonstrably chemically or physically impaired.

► Pursue smart-from-the-start renewable
energy-project siting at degraded lands such
as brownfields, closed landfills, Superfund
sites, Resource Recovery and Conservation
Act (RCRA) and closed mine lands.

Improve environmental review/
analysis and permitting.

► Implement consistent, defensible approaches to
environmental impact analysis and mitigation.
Require, at minimum, threshold biological
studies; cultural resource record searches;
and, for agricultural lands, site-specific soil
resources reports and LESA model analysis.

► Consistently address cumulative impacts of
renewable energy and related transmission
upgrade projects as part of the California
Environmental Quality Act process.

► Ensure early coordination of endangeredspecies permitting between the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and California
Department of Fish and Game.

► Develop regional mitigation protocols and
strategies for fish, wildlife and habitat to provide
a more uniform, defined and coordinated
mitigation approach by the agencies.

► Use "low-effect" habitat conservation plans
allowed under the federal Endangered Species
Act to expedite low-impact projects.
Fortunately, the strong state and federal focus on rapidly
expanding the country's renewable energy portfolio provides
many opportunities to implement these recommendations not
only in the five southern San Joaquin counties, but also statewide-moving California farther down the path to a clean,
renewable energy future.

Aerial view of farmland, Fresno County
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lvanpah Solar Elect ric Generating System , a controversial project in the fragile Mojave Desert

INTRODUCTION

C

alifornia has embarked on an aggressive path to shift

adverse impacts on wildlife, valuable agricultural lands, and

its energy portfolio to renewable sources. In 2008,

lands with known high-resource values such as vernal pools,

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed Executive

foraging habitat, riparian corridors and transitional biotic

Order S-14-08 requiring that " ... all retail sellers of electricity

zones. This approach provides two clear benefits: avoidance of

shall serve 33 percent of their load with renewable energy by

unnecessary impacts on important natural resources and more

2020." The following year, Executive Order S-21-09 directed

efficient permitting for important clean-energy projects.

the California Air Resources Board, under its Global Warm-

The necessary, rapid deployment of renewable energy

ing Solutions Act (AB 32) authority, to enact regulations to

projects in California has been primarily focused on federal

achieve this goal. And in April 2011, Gov. Edmund G. Brown,

lands in the Mojave and Colorado deserts. These lands, highly

Jr. signed SBxl-2, codifying the ambitious 2020 goal. This

desirable for renewable energy production, are rich and fragile

renewable energy mandate, coupled with financial incentives

ecosystems. While it is important to continue to focus efforts

offered to energy developers through the American Recovery

on well-sited projects within the desert, many solar energy

and Reinvestment Act (ARRA ) of 2009, has resulted in a

project developers are now seeking projects in potentially

vigorous push to increase the permitting and construction

lower-impact areas such as private lands in California's southern

of renewable energy projects and transmission lines in the

Central Valley.

Golden State.
Defenders of Wildlife strongly supports the emissionreduction goals of AB 32, including the development of

Recognizing that siting projects on impaired agricultural
land and in low-conflict areas is an important strategy for
accelerating renewable energy development and protecting

renewable sources of energy. As we transition toward a clean

important natural resources, Defenders established the Central

energy future, it is imperative that we strike a balance between

Valley Renewable Energy Project to identify methods and

addressing the near-term impact of industrial-scale solar

opportunities to incentivize the smart-from-the-start approach.

development with the long-term impacts of climate change

The project defines renewable energy as solar thermal, solar

on our biological diversity, fish and wildlife habitat, natural

photovoltaic (PV), wind energy and geothermal. Although lim-

landscapes, and productive prime agricultural lands. To ensure

ited in scope

that the proper balance is achieved, we need renewable power

Central Valley Renewable Energy Project is providing insights

planning that is "smart from the start" to avoid and minimize

and benefits that are applicable

to

five southern San Joaquin counties, Defenders'
to

the entire state.
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REGIONAL SETTING

TULARE
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/

Five counties make up the southern San Joaquin ValleyFresno, Kern, Kings, Madera and Tulare. These counties are
home to some of the richest, most productive farmland in the
world and to some of our most imperiled plants, animals and
habitats. In recent years, substantial residential growth has
impacted these lands, and a proposed high-speed rail project
through the counties is expected to further drive growth.
Adding to the competition for resources is Naval Air Station
Lemoore and its own demands for development restrictions
and open-space to accommodate its operations.
With its temperate climate and some of the best solar
resources in the world, the southern San Joaquin Valley is an
area of intense interest for solar-energy developers. Forty-five
solar-PY projects have been approved as of late January 2012 in
the southern San Joaquin Valley. If financed and constructed,
these projects would encumber 17,570 acres of farm and grazing land and generate as much as 1,648 megawatts of power.
An additional 59 solar-PY projects proposed for the southern
San Joaquin Valley could take up another 23,118 acres of farms
and grazing lands and generate some 2,780 megawatts. At this
time, no wind or geothermal projects have been permitted or
proposed in the Central Valley portion of the five counties.

6

Left, the five southern San Joaquin counties,
home of some of the world's best farmlandand solar sources coveted by renewable
energy developers; right, impaired agricultural
land-the best bet for these developers

Westlands Water District lies on the west side of the valley and encompasses more than 600,000 acres of farmland
in western Fresno and Kings counties. The district has been
severely impacted by drainage problems. Irrigation water
imported from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta contains
high levels of salt. A shallow layer of Corcoran clay underlies
some wesrside lands and prevents water from filtering deep
into the ground. With no place to drain, the salty water has
built up above the clay layers and reached the surface, impairing crop root-zones, reducing yields and diminishing land
productivity. The Westlands' soils have naturally high levels of
selenium, and the poor drainage is making matters worse.
Past years of drought, along with reduced and less reliable
water deliveries from the Bureau of Reclamation's Central
Valley Project, further strain agricultural use of the land in the
Westlands Water District. As a result, many of the district's
farmers are seeking new economic uses for their land. The
majority of the solar PV projects proposed for Fresno County
are in the district, including the high-profile Westlands Solar
Park and the 1,890-acre Mendota Solar Project proposed by
developer Sun Power. In Kings County, the proposed 1 ,400acre Mustang Solar Project is also in the Westlands district.

Central Valley Renewable Energy Project Recommendations for Implementing Smart from the Start Renewable Energy Siting

REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK
Commercial, or utility-scale, renewable energy projects are a
relatively new land use for the southern San Joaquin Valley,
and the five counties have varying regulatory approaches and
planning policies for renewable energy development. Kern
County has been planning for renewable energy development
since the mid-l 990s and has the longest track record for
permitting renewable energy projects. Tulare County adopted
criteria for permitting solar and wind projects on farmland in
August 2010 and is in the process of updating its general plan.
Kings County adopted its 2035 general plan in 2011, and
renewable energy facilities for commercial markets are permitted in agricultural zones with a conditional Use Permit. Fresno
and Madera counties have older general plans, 2000 and 1995
respectively, and their plans and development codes do not
address utility-scale renewable energy development.
Each of the counties require some form of a conditionaluse permit for establishment of commercial or utility-scale
solar or wind projects. Fresno, Kings, Madera and Tulare
counties are utilizing Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declarations (IS/MND) for California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) compliance on the majority of the proposed projects.
Fresno and Kings Counties have recently received applications
for very large scale solar PV projects and are anticipating
requiring environmental impact reports (EIRs) for those projects. Kern County is requiring EIRs for commercial or utilityscale solar and wind projects countywide and is consolidating
multiple projects into single EIRs to streamline the process
when appropriate.
The five Southern San Joaquin counties share the issues
described below that present obstacles to smart-from-the-start
planning. Fortunately, the strong state and federal focus on
rapidly expanding the country's renewable energy portfolio
provides a political climate and additional tools for overcoming these challenges, turning issues into opportunities to
implement better planning for renewable energy siting.

Top, solar-PV panels at the 45 megawatt Avenal
facility in Kings County; bottom, blunt-nosed
leopard lizard, a federal endangered species
that occurs only in the San Joaquin Valley
defenders.org 7

ISSU ES/OPPORTUNITIES
Planning capacity and tools

ing transmission rather than a comprehensive, environmental
resource-based planning for smart-from-the-start renewable

Renewable energy projects present new challenges for planning

energy development.

staff. These projects are large-scale with environmental and
cultural impacts similar to large residential developments,
but with new technological criteria, regulatory requirements
and business models. Currently adopted general plan policies,
development codes and permitting processes generally do not
provide sufficient guidance to facilitate smart-from-the-start
siting of renewable energy projects. Local governments typically do not have the funding to engage in drafting, adopting
and implementing new planning policies for renewable
energy and are particularly concerned about the potential of
costly legal challenges to proposed plans and the associated
environmental-review documents.
All public agencies-federal, state and local-are challenged by lack of capacity due to lack of funding. State and
federal agencies and local jurisdictions are operating with less
staff than needed for the workload. This results in extended
processing times for projects and increases the possibility of
missing important issues in the planning analysis. As a result,
two southern San Joaquin Valley jurisdictions have shifted the
bulk of the CEQA analysis to the applicant. Lack of funding
means not only inadequate staffing levels, but also limited or
no access to the information and tools needed for smart-fromthe-start planning, such as up-to-date and advanced planning
programs, mapping systems and office technology.

Regional coordination
Within the five southern San Joaquin counties 45 solar-PY
projects covering 17,570 acres have already been approved and
another 59 projects encumbering 23,118 acres are in the permitting process. This represents a substantial level of development, and the conversion of these lands to a quasi-municipal/
industrial use has the potential for significant cumulative
impacts to farmland, wildlife, habitat, cultural resources and
the power-transmission system. These potential impacts should
be considered and addressed at both the local and regional
level. Currently, development of renewable energy projects is
tracked by megawatts with little or no consideration of the
location, acreages and environmental characteristics of the
proposed projects. Planners, decision makers and the public,
however, need more comprehensive information to properly
assess potential impacts.
With no comprehensive regional planning for renewable
energy in the southern San Joaquin Valley, the approach to
siting and impact analysis is piecemeal. This results in opportunistic siting of projects based primarily on location of exist-

Transmission and capacity planning
Transmission planning is an ongoing, constantly evolving
activity in California and elsewhere. Transmission capacity is
a key area of interest to land-use planners considering renewable energy activities such as developing energy elements or
combining districts/overlay zones to accommodate renewable
development. Land-use planners need realistic expectations
for transmission capacity. A wealth of information is available
from utility providers, state agencies and organizations and
regional and national websites, but accessing, deciphering and
reconciling it has been too cumbersome and time-consuming
for local planners.
One of the key site selection criteria for renewable energy
projects is distance to transmission because economically
feasible access with sufficient capacity to carry the power
generated by the project is a primary concern of project developers. These projects need access to transmission lines that
have sufficient capacity or can be cost-effectively upgraded.
Currently, transmission planning at the regional, state and
national levels is largely based on requests for connection by
power generators-a reactive approach that does not foster
smart-from-the-start siting of either power plants or transmission facilities.

Impaired and degraded lands
Solar-energy project developers generally seek sunny, reasonably flat land, which in the southern San Joaquin Valley is
most often agricultural land. Consequently, the majority of
solar-PY projects in the region are on farm or grazing lands,
creating a conflict between two of California's most vaunted
public policies: protecting farmland and developing renewable
energy. Locating renewable energy facilities on farmland designated by the California Department of Conservation's (DOC)
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) as
"prime," "farmland of statewide importance" or "unique farmland" also requires mitigation for loss of farmland. To avoid
expensive, time-consuming conflicts and mitigation, renewable
energy developers are being encouraged to seek lands with low
agricultural value due to chemical impairment, lack of water or
physical degradation such as those within the Westlands Water
District. Although known within the agricultural community,
most of these impaired or degraded lands have not been systematically mapped which is hampering energy development
on these locations.
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with Williamson Act contracts has become an issue for project
proponents, local government, the DOC, the California Farm
Bureau Federation and some county farm bureaus. For most,
these projects are seen as incompatible with Williamson Act
contracts because utility-scale energy development is not
considered an agricultural use and cancellation of the contract
would be required for a project to proceed. The DOC, which
has Williamson Act oversight, has prepared a white paper on
solar power and the act that provides an overview.2 In brief,
contracts can be cancelled under the public benefit provisions
of the act-for a fee. The cancellation fees are high and an
issue of particular concern to project proponents.
Wind-energy projects are more likely to be compatible
with Williamson-Act-contracted lands because grazing operations and other types of agriculture can more easily continue.
However, wind resources are limited in the southern San
Joaquin Valley, and no wind projects have been proposed in
the region to date.
To address the issue of solar-PY projects and Williamson
Act contracts and to incentivize siting on impaired lands,
recently enacted Senate Bill 618 (Wolk) provides a tool for the
interim contract management. It allows a Williamson Act contract on such lands to be rescinded and a "solar-use easement"
entered into for a term of no less than 20 years during which
the land must be used for solar-PY facilities. This approach
will potentially avoid the controversy of cancelling contracts
and imposing expensive cancellation fees, provided the solaruse easement is not prematurely cancelled.
In some instances, the cancellation of a Williamson Act
contract on low-value, impaired agricultural land to allow
Top, San Jo aquin antelope squirrel, a valley native on

renewable energy development could further public policy. For

Californ ia's list of threatened species; bottom , transm ission
lines, part of the solar energy developm ent fo otprint

example, siting renewable energy projects on severely impaired

Currently, the majority of the solar PY-projects proposed in
the southern San Joaquin Valley are on lands contracted under
the Williamson Act, 1 one of California's strongest rools for
land preservation. The compatibility of solar-energy projects

lands within the Westlands Water District that have been,
or are slated to be, retired. Under such circumstances, the
secretary of the California Natural Resources Agency has the
latitude to waive the payment of cancellation fees.
The cancellation of Williamson Act contracts for renewable
energy projects remains controversial. In October 2011,
the California Farm Bureau Federation filed suit against the

1

The Williamson Act was intended to provide the public benefit of
assuring sufficient food supplies by protecting productive agricultural
land and rangelands, discouraging discontinuous urban development
patterns, and preserving open space. Over the years the Williamson
Act has been strongly defended by both the agricultural and environmental communities as one of California's strongest tools for land
preservation. However, California's financial troubles have imperiled
the Williamson Act and its cornerstone subvention program has gone
essentially unfunded the past several years. Counties with active Williamson Act programs rely on subvention funds to off-set the loss of
property tax revenue from lands which are enrolled in Williamson Act
contracts. The loss of subvention funding has undermined many Counties' financial planning and forced the Counties to consider termination
of their participation in the Williamson Act. The loss of Williamson Act
protection of agricultural lands would be a sharp blow to farmland
preservation efforts in California.

Fresno County Board of Supervisors over the cancellation of a
contract on prime farmland to facilitate the development of a
90.5-acre, 20-megawatt solar-PY project.
As an alternative to agricultural lands, brownfields and
closed sanitary landfills are potential sites for renewable energy
facilities. According to the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's (EPA) 2009 Re-Power America's Lands Project, at
least 215 sites encompassing 1,707,829 acres in California
would be appropriate for solar-PY projects. And 139 of them

2 http://www.conservation.cagov/dlrp/lca/Documents/DOCSolarWhitePaper%203%2011 %2011.pdf
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are larger than 100 acres. As a result of emerging technologies
for anchoring and constructing projects, these potential sites
are only now being considered for renewable energy development. The EPA and the National Renewable Energy Lab, for
example, are collaborating on a study to assess potential solarpower generation on the 160-acre Crazy Horse sanitary landfill
site in Monterey County.

Environmental review/analysis and permitting
Environmental analysis and documentation can be an
expensive, time-consuming and complicated part of the
entitlement process for any development project. Projects are
often designed and sited to ensure CEQA compliance and to
minimize the cost of mitigation.
Within the southern San Joaquin Valley, the five counties
have varying approaches to CEQA compliance for renewable
energy projects. Kings and Tulare counties allow the project
proponents to prepare draft IS/MNDs for the county staff
review and consideration. Fresno is preparing IS/MNDs
in-house for the majority of solar-PY projects, but will use

Agricultural land near Exeter in Tulare County

a consultant to prepare an EIR for the proposed 3,575-acre
Tranquility Project. Kern County is requiring EIRs for renewable energy projects and Madera and the other three counties
are relying on IS/MNDs for the majority of renewable energy

► Insufficient, deferred or absent
biological studies of project sites.

projects in their jurisdiction. With nearly 40,689 acres of
renewable energy projects either recently approved or currently

► Failure to adopt mitigation monitoring/

proposed in the southern San Joaquin Valley, Kern County has

reporting programs as required by California

taken the stance that the potential for significant cumulative

Public Resource Code 21081.6.

impacts must be addressed and is requiring the preparation of
EIRs for commercial or utility-scale renewable energy projects.
This varied approach to CEQA compliance by the counties

► Failure to require standard mitigation
promulgated by the California Department of

creates an inconsistent permitting environment for renewable

Fish and Game (DFG) and the U.S. Fish and

energy projects in the region. This hampers the ability to

Wildlife Service (FWS) for special status species

establish consistent, reliable smart-from-the-start renewable

such as the San Joaquin kit fox, burrowing owl,

energy-siting standards.

Swainson's hawk and blunt-nosed leopard lizard.

Defenders' review of solar-PY projects proposed and
recently approved in the.five southern San Joaquin counties
revealed that local jurisdictions are not processing some of

► Failure to circulate CEQA documents through
the state clearinghouse as required by Sections
15205 and 15206 of the CEQA guidelines.

these projects in compliance with regulatory requirements ..
Examples of noncompliance include:

► Failure to analyze a project fully, omitting
information on ancillary facilities such as
transmission lines, roads and substations.

► Separate processing of related projects
resulting in piecemeal CEQA review.

► Inadequate or nonexistent
cumulative impact analysis.

► Failure to circulate CEQA documents for at least
30 days of public review as required by Sections
15205 and 15206 of the CEQA guidelines.
Noncompliance exposes the proposed solar projects to
significant risk of legal challenge. Attorneys representing the
union group CURE, for example, raised substantive challenges
to a proposed IS/MND for a PV project at a recent Planning
Commission hearing. Solar developers have expressed frustration with the delays and expenses their projects can face as
result of compliance issues.
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Discussing a solar project proposed for impaired agricultural land in Kings County:
farmer Mark Shannon (right); Westside Holdings representative Bob Dowds (left)
Part of the problem is conflicting and/or unpredictable
requirements and an apparent lack of coordination between

marginally productive or physically impaired lands that have
low habitat values by providing clear guidelines for acceptable

wildlife agencies. The state and federal wildlife agencies appear

project location and design. AB xl 13 (Perez) establishes a

to be working independently of each other, sometimes making

grant program for such planning activities.

conflicting comments and recommendations to local agencies.

Under AB xl 13 the California Energy Commission (CEC)

Further, there is little to no coordination between state and

would" ... provide up to seven million dollars ($7,000,000)

federal wildlife agencies for endangered-species permitting

in grants to qualified counties for the development or revision

under the state and federal endangered species acts. And there

of rules and policies, including, but not limited to, general

appears to be no effort to coordinate mitigation.

plan elements, zoning ordinances, and a natural community

The current approach of project-by-project mitigation

conservation plan as a plan participant, that facilitate the

in the five counties has resulted in a fragmented and inef-

development of eligible renewable energy resources, and their

ficient process for assessing and carrying out mitigation. This

associated electric transmission facilities, and the processing of

approach does not make the best use of mitigation resources to

permits for eligible renewable energy resources."

provide more comprehensive, coordinated benefits for affected
species and their habitat.

The preparation and adoption of one of these documents
would require compliance with CEQA and most likely the

Finally, FWS does not appear to be using an important

preparation of a programmatic EIR. The adoption of a pro-

tool for faster and more efficient permitting under Section 10

grammatic EIR would potentially streamline and minimize

of the Endangered Species Act: the "low-effect" habitat conser-

future CEQA compliance within the area of the renewable

vation plan (HCP). This type of HCP, which can be developed

energy plan.

and approved in a matter of months rather than years, is
designed specifically to expedite projects sired on low-value/
low-impact lands.
All of the counties have expressed interest in developing
programmatic plans to guide renewable energy development.

While this approach would benefit project proponents,
Kern County has expressed legitimate concerns about bearing
the cost of any legal challenges to these types of programmatic plans and associated CEQA documents. The CEC is
preparing to launch a Renewable Planning and Permitting

This could be accomplished by including energy elements in a

Program (RP3) that provides grant funding and technical

county's general plan, specific plans, renewable energy districts,

support to local governments, which could potentially

HCPs or natural community conservation plans. These

relieve some of this concern. However, funding for the RP3

plans could incentivize siting renewable energy projects on

program has yet to be appropriated.

defenders.org 11

RECOMMENDATIONS
Address the lack of planning capacity and tools.
energy clearinghouse. This centralized approach to providing

Create a state renewable energy clearinghouse
to track projects.

support is also complementary to the provisions of AB xl 13

Utility-scale renewable energy projects present new policy,

funding for renewable energy planning and technical support

planning, permitting and implementation challenges for local

to augment OPR's land-use-planning expertise.

and CEC's planned RP3 program, which will provide grant

governments. Currently, these projects are tracked by the CEC

The OPR renewable energy clearinghouse should track all

with an emphasis on energy production. The land-use and

renewable energy projects proposals being processed by local

environmental aspects such as acreage, environmental setting

jurisdictions, the CEC, the California Public Utilities Com-

and potential project impacts are not uniformly tracked,

mission (CPUC) and federal agencies. Information gathered

undermining the comprehensive planning necessary ro balance

should include project locations, acreages and environmental

energy development and environmental protection. A state

characteristics, including agricultural, biological, cultural and

renewable energy clearinghouse would address this issue by

hydrological resources. This tracking of projects should also

consolidating information about renewable energy projects

include mapping of proposed project sites and their environ-

throughout the state and providing local governments with:

mental setting.

► Training and technical support for
planners and decision makers.

► Model planning and permitting documents.
► Best management practices for siting.
► Recommended approaches ro permitting
and implementing projects.

► Standardized permitting protocols.
► Standardized impact analysis and
mitigation methodology.

Legislation similar to that which established the CEQA
Clearinghouse at OPR could be crafted to create the OPR
Renewable Energy Clearinghouse, providing organizational
stability over time.

Select combining/overlay zoning districts to
accommodate renewable energy development
in suitable areas.
The establishment of combining or overlay districts can codify
those areas identified as suitable for renewable energy projects
through the development of low-conflict energysheds, adoption of energy elements in general plans or other planning
actions. Combining districts can provide renewable energy-

► Tracking of projects and related transmission
upgrades by acreage, environmental
setting and potential project impacts.
The Governor's Office of Planning and Research (OPR)
already provides planning and CEQA guidance to local government and is a natural choice for administering a renewable

specific development standards that modify the uses permitted
within a zone to streamline and incentivize project siting in
lower impact areas. (High-value habitat and agricultural lands
should be excluded to discourage development of those lands.)
The adoption of combining or overlay districts would be
subject to CEQA and require the preparation and adoption of
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Rows of romaine and red leaf lettuce in Kern County
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an EIR for each district. This provides additional streamlining

CEC, DOC's Division of Land Resource Protection, DFG

for individual projects that could "tier" off the EIR for the

and FWS. Access to model documents-general plan energy

district. Establishing these districts also provides a tool for

elements, zoning ordinances to govern the various types of

monitoring cumulative impacts.

renewable energy projects, and standardized baseline condi-

Funding local jurisdictions to undertake the development

tions of approval for these projects-would help jurisdictions

and adoption of renewable energy combining or overlay

to develop their own local requirements effectively and

districts and the required CEQA documents could be provided

efficiently without having to "reinvent the wheel." These model

through a planning grant program or through the provisions

documents would convey the current best practices for renew-

of AB xl 13 (Perez).

Standardize site-selection criteria and
development requirements.
Clearly defined site-selection criteria and development
standards provide certainty and can be used to incentivize
smart-from-the-start renewable energy development by directing projects to lands that have been developed, disturbed or
chemically impaired; have low agricultural productive capacity
or low value for wildlife; or could be developed with minimal
impacts on cultural or archaeological resources. A renewable

able energy siting and permitting and be updated as needed to
address advancing technologies and real-world experiences.
The California County Planning Director's Association's Solar Energy Facility Permit Streamlining Guide and
accompanying ordinance, combining-zone language and other
model documents adopted by the association in February
2012 will meet some of these needs.3 (The model ordinance
only addresses solar-PY projects of fewer than 20 acres, but the
guide covers larger projects.) Resources from other states, such
as Oregon's Model Ordinance for Energy Projects, should be
utilized in the development of additional documents.

4

energy project's design and operation should also use technology appropriate for the site such as low-water requirements in

Provide regional coordination.

desert locations. In addition, projects should be located near
existing or planned transmission facilities with sufficient capacity to minimize the need for additional transmission lines.
Development standards and criteria for smart-from-the-

Identify energysheds-areas in the region that
are most appropriate for smart-from-the start
renewable energy development.

start siting should be included in regulatory codes adopted
by local jurisdictions for renewable energy projects. A tiered

Each of the local governments within the southern San

permitting approach that provides for streamlined, legally

Joaquin Valley is processing and permitting renewable energy

minimal permitting for well-sited, low-impact projects and

projects independently. This lack of interjurisdictional coor-

requires more intensive review and permitting for projects

dination results in varying, compartmentalized approaches to

with greater potential impacts should be implemented. For

CEQA, project review, conditional-use permits and regulatory

example, a low-impact project could be approved at the zoning

requirements, and does not provide cohesive, smart-from-

administrator level with a minor conditional-use permit and a

the-start siting guidance. Comprehensive regional planning

simple initial study/mitigated negative declaration. Whereas a

should begin with the mapping of energy resources, biological

poorly sited or designed project that would impact high-value

and cultural resources, agricultural lands and land uses in

resources would require a major conditional-use permit with

the region to identify "energysheds"-areas where renewable

an EIR and planning commission hearing. This would provide

energy development would have minimal impact on resources

an incentive to both renewable energy project developers and

and uses.
Some energysheds are likely to be multi-jurisdictional,

financiers to focus on smart-from-the-start project sites.

providing a resource-based geographic foundation for inter-

Develop model approaches to assist local
jurisdictions in siting and permitting renewable
energy projects.
Development and implementation of model approaches to
renewable energy siting and permitting can help build a local
jurisdiction's capacity for reviewing and permitting rprojecrs
sustainably and cost-effectively, resulting in high-quality,

agency coordination, programmatic planning and streamlined
permitting.
This type of regional planning is urgently needed and
should be implemented as soon as practicable. As an established technical resource for planning, OPR would be an
appropriate agency to take the lead and coordinate energyshedbased planning.

smart-from-the-start outcomes. OPR is well positioned to take
a leadership role in providing this type of land-use planning
guidance to local government with the technical support of

3
http://www.ccpdaorg/en/model-sef-ordinance/145-ccpda-solarenergy-facility-permit-guidelines-approved-201 2-02-03
4

http://www.oregon.gov/EN ERGY /SITI NG/local.shtml
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Building on the identification of energysheds, local plan-

for providing early warnings about sensitive resources to trans-

ning jurisdictions, particularly the counties, should either

mission planners. The ISO is a potential host for the portal.

develop and adopt energy elements in their general plans or

The ISO also has an ongoing transmission-planning training

update the existing energy elements. These elements should

program that could be expanded, in partnership with the CEC

provide goals, policies and implementation strategies to foster

and California Public Utilities Commission, with a module for

smart-from-the-start renewable energy siting. Local govern-

land-use planners.

ment typically has limited funding to undertake comprehensive planning projects such as voluntary general plan elements,
but AB xl 13 (Perez) established a grant program for planning
activities that could be channeled through CEC's planned RP3

Focus on impaired and
degraded lands.

program.

Improve transmission
planning and capacity.

Site renewable energy projects on brownfields,
Superfund sites and other degraded lands.
Degraded lands are another potential location for siting
renewable energy without impacting high-value farmland and

Establish a coordinated and policy-driven
approach to transmission and siting planning
that fosters smart-from-the start project
development.

habitats. These lands include brownfields, closed and capped
landfills, Superfund sites, Resource Recovery and Conservation Act (RCRA) lands, and abandoned or closed mining
areas. Farmland is not considered degraded land unless there
are other extenuating issues such as chemical impairment.

Currently, transmission planning at the regional, state and

According to the EPA'.s 2009 Re-Power America's Lands map

national levels is largely based on requests for connection by

for California,5 22 such sites within the valley area of the five

power generators. This reactive approach results in duplicative

southern San Joaquin Valley counties are suitable for solar PY

planning processes and infrastructure. To improve power plant

development. These sites are often flat, located near transmis-

siting and transmission planning, coordination among the

sion and do not support environmentally sensitive resources.

various transmission Balancing Authorities in the southern San

Emerging design technologies are opening opportunities to site

Joaquin Valley should be established and maintained. Moving

renewable energy projects on such sites. The potential for the

forward, siting and transmission planning should be driven

reuse of degraded lands for this kind of development should

by policy to better incorporate environmental considerations.

be addressed in local jurisdictions' energy-planning efforts and

Rather than siting facilities based on where transmission is

streamlined land-use permitting should be implemented to

or

will be

located, transmission should be planned and sited

incentivize it.

within designated energysheds with the highest potential

Clear, regionally-appropriate criteria are needed to identify

for smart-from-the-start renewable energy development are

those lands that can host renewable energy development

locted. Ensuring the availability of transmission within these

without impacting high-value agricultural lands and wildlife

energysheds would further incentivize renewable energy

habitats. Many perceive agricultural lands as appropriate places

development.

to site renewable energy projects because of the disturbed

The California Independent System Operator (ISO) should

nature and potentially lower biotic values of these lands.

consider and prioritize needed transmission and capacity

However, farm and rangelands provide important public

upgrades within the southern San Joaquin Valley, such as the

benefits that must be balanced and protected. The criteria for

Midway-Gregg line, which would facilitate development of

identifying lands suitable for renewable energy development

Westlands Solar Park and other large-scale, smart-from-the-

should be structured to pinpoint locations oflimited habitat

start projects.

and agricultural value or otherwise impaired by chemical

Create a centralized transmission capacity and
planning reporting portal.

water. The criteria must also guard against the strategic or

Land-use planners and local governments need a centralized

degradation or regulatory action such as the loss of irrigation
artificial degradation or fallowing of land to make it available
for development.

transmission capacity and planning reporting portal to facilitate planning for renewable energy development that integrates
into the overall transmission system more efficiently. The
portal would also provide a local governments with a venue

14
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Improve environmental review/
analysis and permitting.
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Address procedural review and permitting
errors.
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Substantive environmental review and permitting errors have
been noted on some of the solar-PY projects proposed in the
southern San Joaquin Valley. These errors could jeopardize
otherwise viable projects and undermine the state's renewable
energy goals and the region's desire for economic development.
Additional planning and CEQA process education outreach
and support is needed to assist local governments with CEQA
compliance and defensible permitting practices. This is another
area in which the OPR in its capacity as a renewable energy
clearinghouse could provide the needed training and resources.
In some instances, additional oversight by the California
attorney general's office may also be beneficial.
Consistent and defensible approaches ro impact analysis
and mitigation are also needed. For projects located on
farmland, grazing land or open space, baseline information on
the proposed project site's biological resources and agricultural
productive capacity must be required for any land-use entitlement application to be "deemed complete." At a minimum,
threshold biological studies and site-specific soil resource
reports such as those available from the Natural Resource ConSwainson's hawk, a state-listed threatened species in California

servation Service's website should be a standard requirement.
Finally, for renewable energy and related transmission

Quantifiable analysis such as that provided by Land Evalu-

projects proposed in areas without a renewable energy general

ation and Site Assessment (LESA) models can help planners

plan element or combining district/overlay zone, cumulative

and decision makers understand the agricultural production

impacts must be consistently considered and addressed.

capacity of a particular project site, transmission alignment or
renewable energy combining district/overlay zone. For areas
with unique constraints, such as the Westlands Water District,
the development of an area-specific LESA model should be
considered to further refine the analysis.
Williamson Act contracts and cancellation fees are

Provide a more defined and coordinated
approach to permitting and mitigation for
wildlife and habitat impacts.
Utility-scale renewable energy projects can be unnecessarily
complicated by the failure rouse existing planning tools and

sometimes cited as limiting factors for siting renewable energy

lack of a more defined, coordinated approach to permitting

development on otherwise appropriate agricultural lands. In

and mitigation.

an effort to address this issue, the recently enacted Senate Bill
618 (Wolk) provides a solar-PY-specific tool for the interim

To address these problems, state and federal wildlife agencies should coordinate their comments on a project's impacts

management of Williamson Act contracts. It allows contracts

and work together on endangered species permitting under the

on marginally productive, physically impaired or disturbed

state and federal endangered species acts. Further, FWS could

lands to be rescinded and replaced by a "solar-use easement"

speed up the federal endangered species permitting process by

requiring the land to be used for solar-PY facilities for at least

providing guidance to renewable energy companies on when

20 years. This approach allows landowners to terminate Wil-

to use the "low-effect" habitat conservation plans.

liamson Act contracts on their degraded farmlands without
incurring high cancellation fees.

For example, projects on impaired and degraded lands that
will have minimal impacts on resources easily fit into a "loweffect" category for which a permit can be issued in months

defenders.org 1 5

rather than years. In some situations, the impacts may be so

resource agencies and nongovernmental organizations with

minimal that no endangered species permit is even required.

relevant expertise and information should also be consulted

In addition, the FWS, DFG and local agencies should

as much as possible. To increase and coordinated benefits to

develop a strategic, regional mitigation process founded on

impacted species, habitat and corridors The comprehensive

habitat conservation planning principles. This coordinated

mitigation package for any individual project should comple-

process should be informed by all the endangered species

ment measures taken for other projects. Federal and state

recovery plans and other long-term land and wildlife conserva-

agencies should also consult with local land agencies, land

tion plans for the region. Such an approach, which will result

trusts and other experts.

in more robust and effective mitigation than can be achieved
on a project-by-project basis, should include:

► Biodiversity sustainability/viability indicators.
► Designation of regions based on biological
integrity and ecosystem functions.

► Designation of target mitigation acquisition
lands and public land actions within each

Compensatory mitigation must be implemented reliably,
effectively and cost efficiently. Land trusts and local and
regional conservation organizations that focus on the acquisition, establishment, management and holding of conservation
lands are important resources for implementing mitigation.
They should be consulted early in a renewable energy project's
planning and permitting phase. Compensatory mitigation
should, where practicable, expand and enhance existing conservation lands.

region to maximize habitat conservation,
species survival and recovery and maintain
and protect migration/movement corridors.

► Allocation of pooled mitigation funds and
activities for larger-scale land acquisitions of
designated property and mitigation measures.

CONCLUSION
The rapid advancement of renewable energy development,
related policy initiatives in proposed legislation, and local
land-use measures for protecting prime farmland and valuable

► Provisions and funding for long-term
stewardship of mitigation lands.

► Mechanisms to ensure mitigation investments
are science-based and enduring.
Mitigation measures should be formulated as a comprehen-

habitat provides many opportunities and raises many issues.
This report idenrifes chose issues and turns them into
opportunities in a series of recommendations that lay out an
approach to renewable energy project siting and permitting
that is smart-from-the-start. By following them we can protect
sensitive wildlife and valuable agricultural resources while

sive package under which jurisdictional agencies coordinate

meeting California's renewable energy goals and promoting

their requirements and review. Other state, federal and local

economic development in the Central Valley.

Vineyard at sunrise, Kern County
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California Solar
Data Current Through: Q3 2020
Download the Factsheet

(1.92 MB)

Solar Installed (MW): 29,218.17
National Ranking: 1st (1st in 2019)
Enough Solar Installed to Power: 7,859,309 homes
Percentage of State's Electricity from Solar: 22.27%
Solar Jobs: 74,255
Solar Companies in State:
2,006 (341 Manufacturers, 951 Installers/Developers, 714 Others)
Total Solar Investment in State: $69,427.17 million
Prices have fallen 45% over the last 5 years
Growth Projection and Ranking:
17,166 MW over the next 5 years (ranks 1st)
Number Of Installations: 1,210,035
California has the largest solar market in the U.S. and has been a
longtime champion of solar because of the many economic and
environmental benefits it provides, including billions in local
investment. Solar supplies more than 20 percent of California's
electricity today, but it must play a bigger role if the state is to reach
climate and energy goals.
https://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/california-solar
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SEIA California State Solar Policy
Priorities
Residential Solar Mandate and the Investment Tax
Credit
Beginning in 2020, all new homes built in California must have solar,
prompting new questions about who's eligible take advantage of the
solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC). While the specifics will depend on
your situation, the solar ITC will generally go to whoever owns the
system. If a homeowner buys a newly built home with solar and owns
the system outright, the homeowner is eligible for the ITC the year that
they move into the house. If the homeowners leases the solar system or
purchases electricity from the system through a power purchase
agreement (PPA), then the ITC is claimed by the company that leases
the system or offers the PPA.

Additional Priorities & Recent Highlights
•

SEIA passed SB 364, which preserves the solar property tax
exclusion regardless of the outcome of Proposition 15. Without
the legislation, Prop 15 would have rolled back the solar
property tax exclusion for existing and new projects, putting
much of California's solar fleet at risk of default.

•

SEIA successfully advocated for new rules to capture the full
capacity value of solar+storage systems, making solar+storage
more competitive with natural gas.

•

SEIA secured a permit to allow more than 4,000 MW of shovelready solar projects to move forward as California considers

https://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/california-solar
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additional protections from the Joshua Tree under the
California Endangered Species Act.
•

SEIA reached a settlement in the San Diego Gas and Electric
General Rate Case, achieving changes to SDG&E's rates that will
allow more customers to adopt solar and storage, and that
require the utility to consider further rate changes favorable to
solar customers in 2021.

•

SEIA reached a settlement in Southern California Edison's
General Rate Case that will require the utility to consider the
value that solar provides in meeting grid needs before spending
ratepayer dollars on grid upgrades, ensuring that solar is
recognized for the benefits it delivers to SCE's distribution
system.

•

SEIA has successfully delayed the approval of a proposed solar
installer citation program that would have been unworkable
and added significant costs for solar installers, and has
persuaded policymakers to revisit the proposal before moving
forward.

•

SEIA achieved significant improvements to the CPUC's avoided
cost calculator tool, which will be used to determine the benefits
that distributed solar provides. SEIA is now leading an industry
coalition in the state's proceeding to review net metering.

For more information on SEIA's work in California, please contact
Rick Umoff.

https://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/california-solar
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California Annual Solar Installations
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View more solar industry data.

Notable Solar Installations in
California
•

Topaz Solar Farm was completed in 2014. This photovoltaic
project has the capacity to generate 550 MW of electricity -enough to power over 142,000 California homes.5

•

Several large retailers in California have gone solar including
AER Worldwide, Agilent Technologies and Airdrome
Orchards. Prologis has installed one of the largest such
installations with 8 MW of solar capacity at their location in
Rialto.6

Check out our Major Solar Projects List for more notable installations.

Solar Companies in California

https://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/california-solar
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National Solar Database:

Manufacturer
Installer
Other

Looking for a local installer? Use SolarReviews to get company reviews
and estimates for solar in your area. You can also view the average
costs for installing solar in California, based on real price data from
installed systems and solar quotes.
Don't see your company listed? Complete our National Solar
Database Survey!
If you're looking for information about local solar companies, check

out EnergySage's list of solar companies in California, where you can
check out information about each company and see real
customer reviews.

https://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/california-solar
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California State Solar Policy
Resources
Official SEIA State Affiliate - California Solar and Storage
Association (CalSSA)
California Public Utilities Commission - Learn about the governing
body that regulates the electricity rates and services of California
public utilities
California Solar Panels Overview - Learn about the history of solar
policy in California, along with up-to-date pricing information
on EnergySage
California Solar Initiative - Read information on the solar rebate
program for customers of California's investor-owned utilities
California State Energy Commission - Find a wide variety of
information on state government energy programs, policy, projects,
energy-saving strategies and energy-related statistics
California State Legislature - Track pending legislation affecting solar
energy, locate and contact individual legislators, and stay up to date on
current legislative issues in California
DSIRE Incentives Database - California - Search a public clearinghouse
for specific solar energy incentives in California and across the
United States
U.S. Energy Information Administration - California State Profile Explore official energy statistics, including data on electricity supply
and demand, from the U.S. government

https://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/california-solar
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Solar Panel Cost in California - Learn about the history of solar policy
in California, along with up-to-date pricing information on EnergySage
Solar Rebates & Incentives in California - Check out EnergySage's list of
key solar incentives in California to see what programs you can benefit
from
Tags
California

Related News
Wednesday, Dec
05, 2018

Tuesday, Nov 06,
2018

Monday, Sep 10,
2018

California
Solar
Building
Requiremer
Crosses
Finish
Line

SEIA
Congratula1
California
GovernorElect
Gavin
Newsom

California made
history back in
May when the
California Energy

SEIA

Governor
Brown's
Signing
of
California's
'Monumental'
Clean
Energy
Bill
Major

congratulates
Gavin Newsom
on his successful

~
https://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/california-solar
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Comrrussion

(CEC) approved a
new policy that
will require
virtually all new
homes in the

campaign for
governor
in California.

Step
Forward
Today, Governor
Jerry Brown
signed into law
SB 100, a bill that

state to
incorporate solar
energy starting in
2020. Today that
history was
cemented with
the California
Building
Standards
Commission's
(CBSC)

will move
California to 60
percent
renewable
energy by 2030
and 100 percent
clean energy by
2045, earning
great praise from
the
solar industry.

unanimous
approval of the
CEC's Title 24
energy
code amendments.

Read

Read

Read

More

More

More

Explore All News & Articles

Footnotes
1

All data from SEIA/GTM Research U.S. Solar Market Insight unless

https://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/california-solar
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otherwise noted: http ://www.seia.org/research-resources/us-solarmarket-insight
2

Percentage of State's Electricity from Solar: Energy Information

Administration, Electric Power
Monthly: http://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/#generation
3

Solar Jobs: The Solar Foundation, State Solar Jobs

Census: http://www.thesolarfoundation.org/solar-jobs-census/states/
4

SEIA, National Solar Database: http://www.seia.org/research-

resources/national-solar-database
5

SEIA, Major Solar Projects List: http://www.seia.org/research-

resources/major-solar-projects-list
6

Ibid

7

SEIA, Solar Means Business: https://www.seia.org/solar-means-

business-report
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CONTACT

Get SEIA emails and stay
on top of the latest solar
news in your state

Solar Energy Industries Association
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California Energy Commission - Tracking Progress

Renewable Energy
Advancing the use and availability of renewable energy is critical to achieving California's
ambitious climate goals. With this in mind, California has pursued a suite of policies and
programs aimed at advancing renewable energy and ensuring all Californians, including lowincome and disadvantaged communities, benefit from this transition. This report presents the
state's progress in meeting its renewable energy goals and provides an updated analysis
through 2018 of renewable energy generation, installed renewable capacity, and a discussion of
the trends, opportunities, and challenges associated with the renewable energy transition. More
detailed figures and tables are included in the appendix. 1

Renewable Energy Serving California Consumers
Annual Renewable Percentage: Renewables Portfolio Standard Progress
An increasing percentage of energy consumed by Californians comes from renewable sources.
A key mandate advancing the use of renewable energy has been the Renewables Portfolio
Standard (RPS), which requires California load-serving entities2 (LSEs) to increase their
procurement of eligible renewable energy resources (solar, wind, geothermal, biomass, and
small hydroelectric) to 33 percent of retail sales by 2020 and 60 percent of retail sales by 2030.
Based on reported electric generation from RPS-eligible sources divided by forecasted
electricity retail sales for 2019, the California Energy Commission (CEC) estimates that 36
percent of California's 2019 retail electricity sales was served by RPS-eligible renewable
resources as shown in Figure 1. Although this number is not a final RPS determination, it is an
important indicator of progress in achieving California's RPS goals.
Figure 1: Estimated Current Renewables Portfolio Standard Progress

"'

[(
33% GOAL
(2020)

36%
PROGRESS

60% GOAL
(2030)

Source: CEC staff analysis, December 2019

The annual renewable percentage estimated by the CEC has continued to increase in recent
years, often ahead of the timelines envisioned by prior legislation. Figure 2 shows the historical
estimated renewable percentage values.

1 Renewable Tracking Progress Appendix.
2 LSEs are defined in the CEC's RPS Eliqibilitv Guidebook as "a term used to refer to retail sellers, PO Us, and all
other entities serving retail sales of electricity in California that are obligated to participate in California's RPS"
(https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/getdocument.aspx?tn=217317, p. 82).
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Figure 2: Reported Annual Renewable Percentage Estimates
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Source: CEC staff analysis, December 2019

In 2019, large hydroelectric and nuclear generation were a significant source of California
electricity. Estimated large hydroelectric generation for 2019 indicates increased usage from
2018 generation quantities.4 Figure 3 shows that when sources of carbon-free energy such as
large hydroelectric generation and nuclear are included with RPS-eligible renewables, 63
percent of the state's electricity retail sales came from non-fossil fuel sources in 2019. However
trends involving large hydroelectric generation are not consistent given the substantial year-toyear hydroelectric generation variability.
Figure 3: Estimated 2019 RPS-Eligible Renewables, Large Hydroelectric, and Nuclear
Percentages of Retail Sales

ij
36%
Renewables

17%
Large Hydro

i

10%
Nuclear

100% RPS
Retail Sales

Source: CEC staff analysis, January 2020

Renewables Portfolio Standard
On September 10, 2018, former Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. signed Senate Bill (SB) 100
(De Leon, Chapter 312, Statutes of 2018) increasing California's RPS target to 60 percent by
2030 and adding a planning target of 100 percent renewable and zero-carbon electricity by
2045. 3 LSEs demonstrate compliance with the RPS through the retirement of renewable energy
3 Senate Bill 100 /De Leon. Chapter 312. Statutes of 2018.
https://legi nfo. I egi sl atu re .ca .gov/faces/bi 11 N avCI ient.xhtm I ?bi 11 _id=201720180SB 100.,_
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credits (RECs), certificates of proof associated with the generation of 1 megawatt-hour (MWh)
of electricity from a California RPS-certified renewable energy resource.
The RPS establishes multiyear compliance periods in recognition that given resources may not
be continuously or cost-effectively available or both, and a utility's procurement may vary to
some degree from one year to another. For each compliance period, the RPS requires all LSEs
in the state to achieve escalating procurement targets. 4 LS Es are also required to procure a
"balanced portfolio" of resources over each compliance period. 5 In Compliance Period (CP) 3,
which covers 2017-2020, LSEs are required to procure increasing amounts of renewable
electricity each year ramping up to achieve at least 33 percent of retail sales by December 31,
2020. An LSE's compliance with RPS requirements will be determined based on the aggregated
retail sales and procurement over the entire four-year period. Figure 4 provides the increased
renewable energy soft targets and legislative targets until 2030. 6 After 2030, the 60 percent
RPS requirement continues along with the added SB 100 goal to supply renewable and zerocarbon resources for the remaining 40 percent of California delivered electricity.
Figure 4: Additive California RPS Requirements Through 2030
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Source: CEC staff analysis, June 2019

4 Compliance period targets for POUs are defined in California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 20, Section 3204(a)
and in California Public Utilities Commission Decision D. 11-12-020 for retail sellers. The CEC has formally amended
the CCR Title 20, Section 3204 to incorporate the statutorily defined targets for 2024, 2027, and 2030.
5 Public Utilities Code Sections 399.16 and 399.30.
6 Soft targets are " ... an amount equivalent to the percentage of retail sales for a single year within a compliance
period that is used to calculate the RPS procurement target for that compliance period." CCR Title 20, Sec. 3201 (ee)
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Overall, California LSEs have been successful in meeting the RPS requirements. According to
the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), which oversees the RPS compliance of retail
sellers, 14 retail sellers, including the three large investor-owned utilities (IOUs) that served the
majority of California's sales, were in compliance in CP 1. 7 The remaining six retail sellers were
noncompliant. 8 In CP2, which covers 2014-2016, 23 retail sellers were compliant. Two of the
remaining three retail sellers were non-compliant and a third has requested a waiver. The CEC
oversees compliance for 43 local publicly owned electric utilities (POUs). Of the 41 POUs in
compliance for the 2011-2013 period to date, 26 met the procurement targets and portfolio
balance requirements (PBR), 9 and 15 POUs applied optional compliance measures to satisfy
one or more procurement requirements."? In CP 2, 37 POUs met the procurement targets and
43 met the PBR, while 6 POUs are applying to use optional compliance measures to satisfy
their RPS procurement requirements. Over the past two compliance periods, fewer LS Es have
been out of compliance. However, this trend may not continue as the RPS requirements
change. Figure 5 summarizes POU and retail seller compliance in Compliance Periods 1 and 2.
Figure 5: Summary of POU and Retail Seller Compliance for
Compliance Periods 1 and 2
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Source: CEC staff analysis, December 2019

7 Two retail sellers found out of compliance in CP 1 have waivers pending before the CPUC that could excuse
noncompliance, if approved.
8 CPUC RPS Compliance Period 1 Determinations. https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/General.aspx?id=3856
9 PBR refers to a minimum and maximum amount of certain REC category requirements.
10 The CEC cannot make a compliance determination for the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power until its
verified results are adopted at a Commission business meeting. Port of Stockton was found out of compliance.
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Statewide Renewable Generation
For 2019, solar continues to represent the largest portion of renewable qeneraticn serving
California load. Solar and wind generation together accounted for more than 62 percent of all
renewable electricity generation, not including behind-the-meter (BTM) or-off-grid solar
generation.
Figure 6 shows renewable generation from power facilities serving California load from 1983
through 2019 by resource type, including grid-connected BTM solar resources. The estimated
2019 total renewable generation, including out-of-state generation delivered to California and
BTM solar generation, is 105,559 gigawatt-bours (GWh)., including an estimated 16,306 GWh of
BTM solar. In the past five years/solar generation has increased over 350 percent and BTM
solar resources have increased tiy·n-e·arly ·12u percent. These generation estimates do not
include generation from BTM wind resources. Figure 6 also shows key policy changes in 2002,
2006, 2011, 2015, and 2018 that have supported renewable resource adoption.
Figure 6: Total Renewable Generation Serving California Load by Resource Type
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California Installed Renewable Capacity
Figure 7 shows California installed renewable electricity capacity totaled an estimated
34,112 MW for 2019. This total includes nearly 9,460 MW of solar BTM capacity (excluding very
small amounts of BTM wind and biomass) from homes and businesses throughout the state.11
Large-scale renewables make up about 60 percent of total statewide capacity, or about 19,950
MW.12 Along with the utility-scale renewables, BTM solar resources have grown significantly.
Solar represents most of the renewable capacity installed in the state.
Figure 7: Annual Cumulative Installed Renewable Capacity Since 1983
(Including BTM Solar)
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11 Total installed rounded values Ibid.
12 Large-scale renewables are renewable generation facilities larger than 20 MW in capacity.
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California Reaches One Million Solar Roofs
In 2006, the landmark Million Solar Roofs Initiative was codified under Senate Bill 1 (Murray,
Chapter 132, Statutes of 2006), which set forth a goal of installing solar photovoltaic systems on
1 million roofs throughout California.
In the first half of 2019, California surpassed the million solar roofs goal. Since 2006, there has
been steady progress, doubling the number of installations every two to three years. CEC staff
estimates the current number of solar systems installed across California at more than 1 million
through June 2019. Rapid solar photovoltaic system installation cost reductions have
contributed to reaching the million solar roofs goal. Figure 8 shows the continuous growth in
California distributed solar installations and the concurrent decline in the installed cost of
residential solar systems since 2000.13
Figure 8: Status of California's Million Solar Roofs Through June 2019
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13 Residential installation costs shown in Figure 7 come from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory's 2019
Tracking the Sun Report preliminary analyses discussed in this report and represented in Figure 14.
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SB1 and other legislation created the basis for a suite of incentive programs offered by the
CEC, the CPUC, and the state's POUs. These efforts are also broadly referred to as the
California Solar Initiative (CSI). The overall goals for all CSI incentive efforts was 3,000 MW of
solar energy systems on homes and businesses by the end of 2016. As part of the CSI the
CEC's incentive program, the New Solar Homes Partnership (NSHP), was established with a
360 MW goal for installation of distributed solar on newly constructed homes. NSHP payment
claims need to be submitted by August 1, 2021, and funds must be dispersed by December 31,
2021. Figure 9 shows the progress made toward achieving the NSHP and the overall CSI
capacity goals.
Figure 9: California Solar Initiative Capacity Goals Achieved
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Source: CEC staff analysis, September 6, 2019.

Building on the success of the NSHP, which supported reductions in the cost for solar and
adoption of solar in the building industry, in May 2018, the CEC adopted the 2019 Building
Energy Efficiency Standards requiring the installation of solar photovoltaic systems on the
majority of new homes starting January 1, 2020. With continuing solar cost declines, solar is
now cost-effective for new home construction across the state. Upward trends in solar and
energy efficiency have consequently been reducing the amount of delivered electricity and the
amount of revenue collected in the energy portion of electricity bills. To stabilize revenues and
better align fixed costs with account billing, utilities have been exploring shifting portions of
energy charges to fixed components of solar customers' bills. 14 The state's commitment to
building highly energy-efficient housing served by on-site or community-based solar photovoltaic
systems will play an important role in California achieving the goal of a zero-net-carbon
economy by 2045. 15

14 https://www. sm ud. org/-/med ia/Documents/Rate-Information/2019-Rate-Action/G M-Report-Vol ume-1 . ashx
15 http://www.energy.ca.gov/releases/2018 releases/2018-05-09 building standards adopted nr.html.
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Renewable Capacity Across the State
Capacity from large-scale renewable facilities, also referred to as wholesale capacity, has
expanded across California, with regional resources and available transmission playing a role in
the development patterns. California has also seen significant growth in installed distributed
generation, typically under a "net-energy-metering" (NEM) agreement.
In 2019, California is estimated to have more than 24,600 MW of wholesale renewable
capacity16 of which more than 1,000 MW of capacity came on-line in 2019. Nearly all of the new
renewable capacity is large scale solar. The wholesale renewable capacity in Figure 10 is
based on data collected by the CEC from power plants within California and is presented by
county.17
There are also roughly 9,460 MW of renewable energy projects that have received permits to
build in California but are not yet operational, as shown in Figure 10. 18 These include projects
with and without secured purchase contracts. Most of these proposed projects seek to
interconnect to the California Independent System Operator (California ISO)-controlled grid.19
In addition to showing RPS-eligible wholesale facilities and permitted projects, Figure 10 also
shows the geographic capacity across California counties for on-line distributed generation
systems, including BTM (as of June 30, 2019), as represented by the beige through orange
shading. Leading the state in installed renewables, Kern County has 5,870 MW of installed wind
and solar renewable generation and has another 2,452 MW of renewables projects with
environmental permits.

16 Capacity whose generation is bought and sold in California wholesale markets.
17 Power facilities with a first point of interconnection outside a California balancing authority are aggregated, or
collected, and listed by state at the bottom of Appendix Table 2.
18 Due to frequent changes in project circumstances (for example, loss of developer financing, delays obtaining
power purchase agreements, and inability to meet other agencies' permitting requirements), project statuses often
are amended. The information presented in Figure 9 reflects only the current status of the project.
19 To interconnect with the California ISO-controlled grid, generation operators must submit an interconnection
request, which is then placed into an assessment queue for resource interconnection studies. The California ISO
interconnection studies provide grid conditions affecting the interconnection decision, including deliverability status,
project size, and meeting the interconnection financial security posting requirements.
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Figure 1 O: Map of California Renewable Capacity for On-Line Distributed Generation
Systems, RPS-Eligible Wholesale Facilities, and Permitted Projects
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Renewable Benefits and Opportunities
As the amount of renewable energy increases and new technologies are introduced, California's
electricity grid operations are changing. The amount of renewable generation and the variable
nature of solar and wind resources require an updated approach to managing the grid to ensure
safety, reliability, and cost-effectiveness in a high-renewable-energy future.

The 100 Percent Clean Energy Act of 2018
In September 2018, California adopted the 100 Percent Clean Energy Act, which set a 2045
goal for all delivered electricity to be eligible renewable or zero carbon. This ambitious goal sets
a high bar for California's electricity sector to meet and is expected to lead to significantly lower
GHG emissions. In 2018, the rise in California renewables and the availability of low carbon
generation in the WECC led to a significant GHG emissions decline in the electricity sector.
Figure 11 shows the cumulative increase in renewable generation serving California's load and
the decreasing electricity sector GHG emission since 2000. In the last 10 years, GHG emissions
from imported electricity are estimated to have declined by more than 60 percent, while
emissions from in-state generation have declined by nearly 30 percent. With California
environmental policies like the 100 Percent Clean Energy Act of 2018, renewables and zerocarbon resources will continue to increase, and sectoral GHG emissions should continue to
drop.
Figure 11: Increasing Renewable Installations and
Decreasing Electricity Sector GHG Emissions
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Benefits of California's Clean Energy Transition
Renewable generation offers numerous benefits to Californians, including a safer and more
reliable grid, reduced air pollution, reduced GHG emissions, a more diverse generation portfolio,
and stable electricity rates. Along with the expansion of California solar and wind generation,
there are new opportunities to better use these resources, includinq the Western Energy
Last updated February 2020
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Imbalance Market (Western EIM)20 and the expanded use of energy storage systems. Other
opportunities could include leveraging available renewable solar and wind resources for grid
operation.
California ISO Solar and Wind Oversupply
As California's renewable generation has continued to grow, the amount of delivered electricity,
or retail sales, has decreased. This decrease in retail sales is partially due to increasing energy
efficiency and increasing amounts of solar distributed generation serving on-site load. As the
amount of renewables has increased, the amount of oversupply has also increased during
certain times of the day. This oversupply has led to an increase in the amount of solar and wind
electricity that can be captured in the Western EIM.21 Avoided curtailment refers to the amount
of solar and wind generation that was exported as part of the Western EIM, which would have
otherwise been curtailed. Figure 12 shows the amount of avoided solar and wind curtailment
due to Western EIM and the amount of curtailed solar and wind generation.
Figure 12. Western Energy Imbalance Market Avoided Curtailments and
Solar and Wind Curtailments
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Transmission Planning
Transmission expansion plays a vital role in enabling the interconnection and deliverability of
renewable energy to meet demand and support load-serving entities in meeting the state's RPS
20 The Western EIM is a California ISO established real-time market to buy and sell generation through the western
region, and export excess renewable generation.
21 Western Energy Imbalance Market, https://www.westerneim.com/Pages/About/default.aspx~
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STORIES IN CALIFORNIA

Power of Place
Advancing a Clean Energy Future
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The Nature Conservancy's new study lays out
pathways for protecting important natural and
agricultural lands while creating a 100-percent clean
energy future for California.
Countries around the world are looking for ways to drastically reduce
carbon pollution, and "decarbonizing" the energy sector is one of the top
solutions. Decarbonization requires moving away from fossil-fueled
electricity and towards clean energy technologies, such as wind and solar.
https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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In 2018, California lawmakers set an ambitious climate goal to this effect:
100-percent clean electricity in 2045.
While this is a great sign for climate mitigation, it could also result in
major impacts to natural habitat. Recent studies predict a doubling of
power demand in California by 2050-power that will have to come from
renewable sources. And that will mean exponentially more renewable
energy development, which could potentially be sited on important
natural and agricultural lands.
WHAT IS THE IMPACT TO NATURE?

All energy sources have some impact on the environment-even
renewables. Fortunately, as compared to fossil-fueled electricity,
renewable energy has the potential to produce large amounts of clean
electricity and reduce impacts on land, water, wildlife, human health and
climate.
TNC's projections are that California may need between 1.6 and 3.1 million
acres of wind and solar by 2050 to decarbonize the electricity system and
support the movement to "electrifying everything." With so much
development on the horizon, it's imperative that energy planners
incorporate impacts to nature when making decisions about a clean
energy future.
TNC has developed a method for integrating nature into energy planning,
and we tested our approach when California set a goal of 50 percent
https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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renewable energy by 2030. We found that incorporating nature at the
outset of energy planning not only results in lower impacts to wildlife and
habitat, but improves energy planning so that new clean energy
investments are directed to the places where they can be developed with
more certainty. In June 2019, we released a new study, called Power of
Place, that takes our approach and scales it up to understand options for
achieving California's clean energy and climate goals in 2050.
-

- - -- ··-

----- - -- --------

POWER OF PLACE STUDY

DESERT CONSERVATION

·-•--

CA ENERGY PROGRESS

HOW TO HELP

•

How the renewable energy industry grows within the Mojave Desert could determine the

future of the desert tortoise-and hundreds of other native species.© Tom Klare

https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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POWER OF PLACE
As California and other states move ahead in their efforts to meet climate
goals, the best energy planning pathway is one that recognizes the power
ofplace-a strategic approach to planning for clean energy with land
conservation in mind. It's not only possible, but critical to the health of the
planet that the world reaches its climate goals quickly, while minimizing
impacts to the environment.
To understand what California's future might look like, TNC analyzed
multiple development pathways for new clean energy to meet the state's
2050 climate goals. This new study provides a roadmap for California to

ensure that clean energy and nature conservation work together, starting
now.

Power of Place
Planning Priorities for a Clean Energy Future

Better for Nature

Clean

Site clean energy responsibly
to reduce impact on farms,
ranches and habitat.

Scale up clean energy to
reduce emissions and pollution.

Reliable

Affordable

Provide reliable, clean electricity
for homes and businesses.

Provide customers with
cost-effective clean energy.

POWER OF PLACE

Planning Priorities for a Clean Energy Future.© TNC

https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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WHAT WE DISCOVERED

Our just-released study, Power ofPlace: Land Conservation and Clean
Energy Pathwaysfor California, makes the scientific case for proactive
planning to limit environmental impacts as California plans for a clean
energy future.

READ THE POWER OF PLACE STUDY

Power
of Place
t.aMColl:$cr,ali."a.'ld
0..:1111&1,,phtmny$tG,ca1J1-ia
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POWER OF PLACE
DOWNLOAD

''
https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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Power of Place is the first study to model pathways
toward a clean, reliable, cost-effective and lowenvironmental impact energy system for California in
2050.
ERICA BRAND
Energy Director, The Nature Conservancy in California

In total, TNC looked at 61 different clean energy futures for California, all
compliant with the state's goal of reducing carbon emissions to 80% below
1990 emissions levels, while still delivering 102-110% retail sales of zero-

carbon electricity by 2050. Each scenario that we scoped resulted in
different outcomes for land conservation, cost, geographic placement and
renewable energy selection.
The report shows that:
• With planning, California can significantly ramp up
renewables while also limiting land impacts. Through proactive
planning that incorporates land and conservation data into energy
decisions, California can make significant progress on
decarbonization in 2050 while protecting important lands.
• In the absence of a plan to limit land impacts and scale
renewables, impacts to natural and agricultural lands could be
high. The study reveals that a large percentage of areas in the
Western United States that would be prime spots for renewable
energy development are also some of the most precious natural
landscapes and important farmlands.
https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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• An expanded grid across the West saves on electricity costs
and, with proper planning, can lower energy development
impacts to natural and working lands. When clean energy can be
sourced across a larger area, there are more cost-effective
opportunities to create balanced solutions for clean energy and land
conservation.
GREEN LIGHT STUDY

Over the past decade, TNC has pushed California to invest in proactive
landscape-scale planning for solar that integrates conservation
information and directs development to places of low biodiversity value.
The benefits to nature of this approach have been well-documented. The
Green Light Stud:v. is the first study to quantify the economic benefits of
this approach using a selection of 16 utility-scale solar energy projects in
California.
The trends documented in the Green Light Study indicate that it is both
efficient and affordable to build solar energy facilities in areas of lower
biodiversity value to meet our state's clean energy goals. Specifically, lowimpact solar energy benefits from:
• Permitting timelines that are more than two and a half times
shorter.
• Substantially lower land acquisition requirements to mitigate solar
development impacts.

https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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• Mitigation and habitat management costs that are over eight times
lower, resulting in total project cost savings of up to 14%.
The Green Light Study is evidence that low-impact solar energy could help
California maintain the pace and scale of clean energy development
needed to address the urgent challenge of climate change while also
protecting the state's important lands and waters and minimizing costs.

READ THE GREEN LIGHT STUDY
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GREEN LIGHT STUDY
DOWNLOAD

WIN-WIN FOR NATURE AND RENEWABLE ENERGY
https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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Siting renewable energy in the right places can protect important natural landsc:

carpets of orange poppies at the Antelope Valley California Poppy Reserve.© Dave Lauridsen

FACING A MODERN-DAV GOLD RUSH: TNC'S
PROGESS ON RENEWABLE ENERGY IN CALIFORNIA
In the initial rush to meet California's ambitious renewable energy goals,
solar power plants were sited across millions of acres of the state,
endangering irreplaceable habitat. In 2008, California mandated that it
would generate one-third of its energy from renewable sources by 2020,
inciting a race for solar project permits across the Mojave Desert. But the
https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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project-by-project approach quickly became mired by delays. Energy
developers had few places to turn for information on how and where to
site projects to minimize environmental damage and delay.
In response, TNC assessed the conservation value of the entire Mojave
Desert and found that California could meet its renewable energy
mandate seven times over while still protecting the Mojave's most
important habitat.
The Bureau of Land Management used TN C's science to inform a
blueprint to balance conservation and clean energy development across
the California deserts. The final plan, called the Desert Renewable Energy
Conservation Plan, identified 388,000 acres of land-enough to power
more than 8 million homes-where clean energy development should be
prioritized.Next, TNC conducted a statewide assessment to determine
how California could scale up to SO-percent renewable energy and still
protect a network of thriving conservation and ranch lands. But as
California aims for 100 percent zero-carbon electricity, it will be
important to find solutions for developing a tremendous amount of new
clean energy infrastructure.

That's where Power of Place comes in. With the right
planning and approach, California's clean energy
development can proceed at the pace needed to make
progress on climate while also protecting nature.
https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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HOW YOU CAN HELP
TNC is hard at work leveraging the Power ofPlace to move California and
the nation towards a low-carbon economy through on-the-ground science,
education and advocacy. TNC is advocating for:
• The California agencies tasked with conducting the SBlOO
implementation analysis to account for land and environmental
impacts, in California and across the West, in the analysis;
• Investment in new science to develop solutions to decarbonization
and land protection; and
• Investment in policies and plans that promote planning, buying and
building clean energy while limiting environmental impacts.

https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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Energy Program Director, Erica Brand, testifies before the House Natural Resources Committee on how

it's possible to meet clean energy goals while protecting wildlife habitat, farms, ranches and other natural landscapes.©
TNC

As the world's fifth-largest economy, California's climate and clean energy
leadership shapes how industries work together, provides a model for
other states and countries and has demonstrates that its possible to
protect the environment while growing the economy. California is off to a
good start in planning to reach 100-percent zero-carbon electricity while
limiting environmental impacts, but the work is only beginning.
Together, we have the power to develop clean energy, limit the emissions
that cause climate change and protect natural resources for future
https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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Support Our Work
Let's create a clean future that preserves wildlife habitat and iconic landscapes.

DONATE NOW

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

FEATURE

FEATURE

CONSERVATION UP[

Our Climate Can't Wait

Tapping California's
most abundant resource:
innovation

Saving The Las
Place In Califo:

Our science has shown that nature
is an essential solution to climate
change, trapping carbon to slow
future warming and defending us
from the effects of warming already
happening.

A living laboratory for

Let's harness the power of California

conservationists. A m1

and further human progress in

everyone that comes

l

support of nature's ability to sustain
life on Earth.

◄
https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/california/stories-in-california/clean-energy/
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Agricultural Land Loss & Conservation

Of California's approximately 100 million acres ofland, 43 million acres are used for
agriculture. Of this, 16 million acres are grazing land and 27 million acres are cropland.
Only about 9 million acres of irrigated land (see illustration), or one-third of the state's
cropland, are considered to be prime, unique or of statewide importance.
About 3 .4 million acres of land in
California's agricultural counties
Important Farmland in California, 2002
are now urbanized. (Another 2
million acres are in areas that are
so urbanized that there is no more
D
agriculture.) Development is now
C3
consuming an average of about
CJ
40,000 acres of agricultural land
CJ our
per year. One-sixth of the land
urbanized since the Gold Rush,
538,000 acres, has been developed
since 1990. Of this, 28 percent or
152,000 acres of land, were prime,
unique or statewide important
farmland. In the San Joaquin
Valley, which accounts for over
half of California's total
agricultural output, more than 60
percent of all land developed was
prime, unique or of statewide
importance. Less than 40 percent
of all land in this region falls into these categories. The disproportionate consumption of
the best farmland is occurring primarily because most California cities were located in
areas with good soils and abundant water, and most development is now occurring on the
immediate urban fringe.
IRR,GA TEO FAAMl...,l,JIO

- CR'l'LJ,1.0FARI.RNGA.'<l~~VJI[)
LRSA,",!AN06UILT-uPLAND

OTrERLANO
WATER

LOCAL..SlATE,ANDFECERALO'M'.:EOL.J,,f,O
Ck SURVEY AREA

An exception to typical urban-edge development is the proliferation of very-large lot (540 acre) rural residences that have the appearance of farms or ranches, but are not, and
are unlikely ever to be, used for commercial agriculture. Statewide data do not exist on
these "ranchettes," but in the San Joaquin Valley, the Farmland Mapping & Monitoring
Program has documented 143,000 acres devoted to this use, accounting for 20 percent of
all developed land in that region while housing a much smaller fraction of the population.
The underlying causes of farmland loss in California are rapid population growth and the
inefficient use of land. Since 1990, urban development has consumed an acre of land for
every 9.4 people statewide. In the San Joaquin Valley, the rate was an acre for every 8
people. In contrast, recent development in Sacramento County, an acknowledged leader
in efficient growth, accommodated 20 people per acre.

19

Additional land has been removed from agriculture for environmental purposes, mainly
the creation or enlargement of wildlife refuges and withdrawals due to water shortage.
Between 2004 and 2006 alone, irrigated farmland declined by more than 200,000 acres
statewide due to these and similar causes. Unless issues related to the impact of irrigation
on the Delta are resolved, there is a significant risk much more farmland will be
permanently lost to agriculture or, at least, to irrigated crop production.
If current development trends continue, 1.3 million acres of California agricultural land,
including 670,000 acres of prime, unique and statewide important farmland, will be
developed by 2050. For irrigated cropland alone, this would entail an annual loss of an
estimated $2 billion in agricultural production in current farm gate dollars. Only five
counties in California now produce more than that.
Though California agriculture has thus far prospered despite the loss of farmland, it
remains to be seen whether this will continue. Between 1949 and 1989, agricultural
productivity growth in California averaged 2.2 percent per year, while from 1990 to 2002
it slowed to 1.2 percent. Historic increases in agricultural productivity have been
sustained largely by expanding water supplies, the increasing use of fossil energy and
more sophisticated technology. All of these are now under mounting pressure because of
scarcity, cost and public opposition, e.g., agrichemicals and GMOs, not to mention the
uncertain impact of climate change. Have we reached a tipping point? Regardless,
farmland lost is gone forever, and the continuing loss of the state's best land narrows the
options and reduces the resilience of California agriculture.
Some California farmland will continue to be lost to urban and other uses in the future.
But more effective farmland retention and urban development policies could significantly
reduce the loss. In the San Joaquin Valley, a recent study done for a regional planning
process called the "Blueprint," found that increasing urban densities to 10 dwellings per
acre - comparable to those in the more suburban areas of the state - could reduce
farmland loss by 53 percent or 174,000 acres by 2050.
California has a complicated fabric of policies that address the retention of farmland for
agriculture. The closest thing the state has to an official policy is AB 857 (2003), which
established farmland retention as one of three state planning priorities. (Another priority,
efficient urban development, would also conserve farmland.) This law requires state
agencies to apply the policy and calls for an annual report by the Governor on their
progress, but neither has occurred to date. The California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) includes farmland loss as a significant impact that must be avoided or mitigated,
and some mitigation has occurred, resulting in the preservation of several thousand acres
ofland under conservation easement. The California Farmland Conservancy Program
(CFCP), administered by the Department of Conservation, has invested $62 million in the
acquisition of conservation easements on 41,000 acres, leveraging its funds with $51
million in local, federal and private contributions. State funds have come from bond acts
and Williamson Act cancellation fees. Since the inception of the CFCP, the state has
spent about 17 cents per capita per year on agricultural conservation easements, well
below national leaders like Maryland ($4 per capita per year to protect 336,000 acres)
and Pennsylvania ($2.70 to protect 408,000). Private land trusts have also acquired
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conservation easements over at least 200,000 acres of California agricultural land, most
of it rangeland.
The Williamson Act (1965) is perhaps the state's best-known farmland retention policy.
It was intended to take development pressure off farmland by reducing property taxes in
exchange for an annually-renewing 10-year commitment not to develop the land. About
16.5 million acres ofland are now enrolled in Williamson at an annual cost of just under
$40 million in state subvention payments to local governments (plus an undetermined
amount of foregone local property tax revenue). The efficacy of the law as a deterrent to
farmland conversion is called into question by the pattern of enrollment, which tends to
be very spotty around cities where land is most likely to be developed.
Recently-enacted state climate legislation (AB 32 and SB 375) may also have a salutary
effect on farmland conversion by encouraging more compact, efficient development that
not only requires less auto use and, hence, produced fewer greenhouse gas emissions, but
also consumes less land per capita.
A considerable number of California counties and cities have farmland retention policies,
often as part of their general plans. Most call for avoiding the best land and developing
land more efficiently. As farmland conversion data show, however, these wellintentioned policies have been largely ineffective. Local governments seldom appear to
apply them to actual development proposals or to measure their performance against their
stated policies. On the other hand, a few local governments in California have very
comprehensive and effective farmland conservation programs that are considered
national models. Most notable among them are Marin, Sonoma, Napa, Ventura and Yolo
Counties. In contrast, leading agricultural counties such as Fresno, Tulare and Monterey
have been struggling to adopt and implement effective farmland conservation policies.
Key issues for resolution: What level of farmland loss is acceptable - or what level of
farmland conservation is necessary - to guarantee a land base that will sustain the
California agriculture industry in the face of other pressures and uncertainties? Are state
and local farmland conservation policies strong enough to limit the loss to this level?
How can we measure our progress and, ultimately, success?
- Edward Thompson, Jr., American Farmland Trust, July 2009
Sources:
Alston, J., P. Pardey and J. James, Setting agricultural science strategy in tumultuous economic times, ,
California Agriculture 63(1):2-2. DOI: 10.3733/ca.v063n0lp2. January-March 2009, available at:
http://ucanr.org/repository/CAO/landingpage.cfm?article=ca.v063n01 p2&fulltext=yes
Farmland Mapping & Monitoring Program, California Department of Conservation, reports available at:
http://www.conservation.ca.gov/ dlrp/FMMP /Pages/lndex.aspx
Higgins, B., et al., Institute for Local Self-Government, Farmland Protection Action Guide: 24 Strategies
for California, (2002), available at: http://water.lgc.org/resourcetools/Farmland%20Protection%20Action%20Guide.pdf
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Kuminoff,N., A. Sokolow and D. Sumner, University of California Agriculture Issues Center, Farmland
Conversion: Perceptions and Realities, AIC Issues Brief#l6 (2001), available at:
http://aic. ucdavis. edu/oa/briefl 6. pdf
San Joaquin Valley Blueprint, Comparison of Performance Measures, available at:
http://www.valleyblueprint.org/documents/Summit 09/summit.followup/scenario.performance.measures.p
df
Thompson, E., American Farmland Trust, The Future Is Now: Central Valley Farmland at the Tipping
Point? (2006), available at: http://www.farmland.org/programs/states/futureisnow/default.asp
Thompson, E. American Farmland Trust, Paving Paradise: A New Perspective on California Farmland
Conversion (2007), available at: www.farmland.org/california
Watt, T. and E. Thompson, American Farmland Trust, Case Studies in Agricultural Land Preservation in
California, (2006)(summary available on Ag Vision web site)
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We hereby certify that the County Planning Commission of Alameda County did on the 2nd day of March,
1966, adopt by resolution an element of the General Plan, consisting of both a map and text entitled,
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PREFA CE

The Sc enic Route Element of the General Plan is intended to serve as a means of continuing coordination
among the city and county planning functions of Alameda County and the State Division of Highways in

the development of a county-wide system of scenic routes, appropriate portions of which would be adopted
or expanded upon by each city and the state. Local, regional and state agencies have reviewed the suggesred plan, and recommendations for changes and additions have been included in the Scenic Route
Element. Coordination of proposals has been sought with adjacent counties for those routes that cross
county boundaries. A number of cities and recreation agencies have endorsed the Scenic Route Element
of the General Plan in principle.
The plan, consisting of a continuous county-wide scenic route system is also intended to serve as a guide
to local jurisdictions for development of more detailed, individual city scenic route plans to supplement
the county plan.
The Scenic Route Plan is further intended to serve as a guide for development of city and county legislation and programs that will protect and enhance the scenic values along routes designated in the plan
and in other areas in the county visible from scenic routes. The plan map includes those routes shown
on the map entitled "Proposed Scenic Roads - Alameda County, Alameda County Planning Commission,
December, 1964 " !/ and includes supplemental routes deemed to be of outstanding quality or which
provide access to important scenic, recreational,. cultural or historic points.
During development of the plan valuable assistance and cooperation has been extended by official representatives of many cities, local and regional recreation agencies, adjacent counties and the State
Division of Highways. The Alameda County Planning Department gratefully acknowledges this assistance
as well as that extended by ·Mr. Robert Tetlow, Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture, College
of Environmental Design, University of California, Berkeley, and Mr. David Arbegast of Theodore Osmundson
and Associates, San Francisco, in providing photographs of the Bay Area as source material for scenic
route sketches.

1/ This map was prepared in coordination with cities in the county and adjacent counties and was submitted, via the State Division of Highways, by the Alameda County Board of Supervisors as recommendations to be considered in the Bureau of Public Roads National Scenic Roads and Parkways Study.
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INTRODUCTION

Purposes
The Scenic Route Plan, consisting of text and map, is designed to serve as a guide for establishment
of programs and legislation dealing with the development of a system of scenic routes and the preservation and enhancement of scenic qualities and of natural scenic areas adjacent to and visible from scenic
routes.
Stated more fully, the plan is intended to establish official basic policy regarding:
I. Objectives, principles, and general standards for development of a scenic route system and
preservation and enhancement of adjacent scenic areas, and other areas of the county visible
from the scenic route.
2. Definition and designation of a scenic route system and adjacent scenic areas.
3. Coordination of scenic route proposals and programs among all levels of government: federal,
state, regional, county, and city.
4. Guidance to local jurisdictions in the development of more detailed individual city scenic
route system plans to supplement the comprehensive, county-wide scenic route network.
5. Employment of all available, appropriate scenic conservation legislation.
6. Development of legislative measures and official programs to protect and enhance scenic
values along scenic routes, and other areas of the county which are visible from, and have
an effect on the quality of the view from the scenic route.

Coordination
Coordination at federal, state and local levels is necessary: (1) to assure a comprehensive county-wide
scenic route plan that provides a framework for and includes the plans of other agencies and that provides
harmonious development; and (2) to assure continuous protection of scenic values along routes. Coordination will also be required to determine which agency or agencies should be responsible for controls,
for acquisition of property tide or development rights, if necessary, and to inform each level of government of various laws at other levels of government concerning property acquisition and opportunities for
obtaining funds.
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Definitions
A. Types of Scenic Routes
Three types of scenic routes are included in the Scenic Route Element of the General Plan, which in
general follow the major route types in the Circulation Element of the General Plan. These scenic
route categories are: (1) Scenic Freeways and Expressways, (2) Scenic Thoroughfares, and (3) Scenic
Rural-Recreation Routes. For each route category within the scenic route element, design and development controls should be applied to the route right-of-way and corridor.
(1) Scenic Freeways and Expressways
Freeways, with two to four moving lanes in each direction, separated by a median strip,
carry heaviest traffic volumes. Access is controlled, and vehicular or rail crossings are
grade separated. Expressways have two to four moving lanes in each direction, limited
access without grade separations, and are so designed as to be converted readily to freeways.
Scenic freeways and expressways are those that traverse, or those that provide the most
efficient routes to or between, areas of major, scenic, recreational and cultural attractions.
(2) Scenic Thoroughfares
Major thoroughfares are high traffic volume routes with two or three moving lanes and a
parking lane in each direction in urban areas, a median strip where practicable and traffic
signals at major intersections. One-way couplets may also be designated as major thoroughfares.
Scenic thoroughfares are those major thoroughfares that traverse areas of scenic or recreational interest or that provide the most efficient route to carry vehicular traffic to major
scenic, recreational or cultural areas.
(3) Scenic Rural-Recrearion Routes
Major rural roads are generally two lane, low traffic volume roads that traverse sparsely
populated open agricultural or recreational areas and that often carry traffic to major recreation areas.
Scenic Rural-Recrearion Route s are those major rural roads that traverse areas of outstanding
scenic quality ·or that carry traffic to major scenic and recreational areas. Scenic RuralRecreation Routes in selected areas may be combined with public recreation areas such as
parks, parkways, reservoirs, or hiking, riding and cycling trails.

3

B. Elements of Scenic Routes
Routes consist of thr ee elements: (1) the right-of-way, (2) the adjacent scenic corridor, and (3) areas
extending beyond the scenic cor ridor .
(1) The Right-of-Way

The right-of-way includes the paved road and adjacent lands required for roadway protection, storm drainage, public utilities, pedestrian travel and roadside planting. The right-ofway would either be owned in fee by the state or owned by or dedicated to the local jurisdiction. Where appropriate, it may also include public roadside rests, cycling, riding and hiking
trails.
(2) The Scenic Corridor
Scenic corridors are areas that extend beyond the scenic route right-of-way that are of sufficient scenic quality to be acquired by state or local jurisdictions, or areas to which development controls should be applied for purposes of preserving and enhancing relatively nearby
views or maintaining unobstructed distant views along the scenic route and providing a
pleasant route of travel. The scenic corridor should also include slope and utility ease·
ments, and in selected areas, public roadside rests, cycling, riding and hiking trails. Width
of scenic corridors will vary from the depth of lots adjacent to the right-of-way in highly
urban areas to a distance of one thousand feet in rural areas having a high scenic quality.
Development controls should be applied to preserve and enhance scenic qualities, restrict
unsightly use of land, control height of structures, and provide site design and architectural
guidance along the entire scenic corridor.
(3) Areas Extending Beyond Scenic Corridors
Because views from scenic routes will extend beyond scenic corridors and comprise the
remainder of the county, certain basic general requirements for development will be necessary to preserve and enhance the attractiveness of all areas. Both developed and undeveloped
areas will require development guidance and controls.
(a) Developed Areas:
The primary method of adding to the attractiveness of developed areas within the county
beyond the scenic route corridor will be requirements to insure preservation of outstanding views, through preservation of existing trees, establishment of new Iandscaping,. and controls on the location and type of utility and communication towers, poles,·
and lines, and of outdoor advertising signs and structures.
(b) Undeveloped Areas:
In undeveloped areas of the county, guidance and control of development will include
grading and natural vegetation removal regulations, preservation of natural streambeds,
landscaping, control of location and type of utility and communication towers, poles and
lines, and of outdoor advertising signs and structures.
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OBJECTIVES

•

To establish a continuous system of routes, that will be convenient to all 1:1ersons in Alameda
County, and that will increase the enjoyment of, and opportunities for, recreational and cultural
pursuits and tourism in Alameda County and adjacent counties by providing for scenic pleasure
drives and scenic routes to all major recreation areas and cultural centers throughout the county
and adjacent areas.

•

To conserve, enhance, and protect scenic views observable from scenic routes.

•

To provide multiple recreational uses, trails and roadside rests, picnicking and observation points
when appropriate on present or future publicly owned lands adjacent to scenic routes, and to provide a means of coordinating scenic route trails with other trail systems within the county.

•

To assist in stabilizing or increasing property values and the economy of Alameda County through
preserving and adding to its attractions.
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PRINCIPLES

PRINCIPLES THAT APPLY TO THE SC ENIC ROUTE SYSTEM

Provide a Continuous, Convenient System of Scenic Routes
A system of scenic routes should be complete enough to be convenient to all persons in Alameda
County and to provide continuous pleasurable driving within major scenic areas and between major
scenic areas and recreational and cultural centers in Alameda County and adjacent areas. The
routes should afford aesthetically pleasing views to both the traveller and the outside observer
throughout the entire system.

Establish Efficient and Attractive Connecting Links
The scenic route system should include attractive and efficient links between routes of major
scenic value and recreational and cultural centers. These links should include certain freeways
and other roadways, coordinated among appropriate jurisdictions.

Provide Variety of Scenic Routes
A variety of experiences such as changes in terrain, vegetation, land forms and view should be
provided in the selection of routes within the system. The geographical location and distribution
of routes should be selected to provide the traveller with a choice from among the outstanding
scenic values within the county.

Provide for Unimpeded Pleasure Driving
Relatively uninterrupted movement of pleasure driving vehicles on scenic routes should be accommodated through control of access, through avoidance of stop signs and through synchronization of
traffic signals whenever possible on scenic expressways and thoroughfares. Through movement of
trucking should be prohibited on scenic routes unless no generally paralleling through routes are
provided within a reasonable distance.

Coordinate Scenic Routes and Recreation Areas
Maximum coordination of scenic routes and adjacent public recreation areas such as parks, scenic
outlooks, roadside rests, cycling, hiking and riding trails should be planned. Recreation routes and
trails should continue into adjacent counties to provide continuous networks for the enjoyment of
the public. Scenic route recreation trails should be coordinated with existing and planned local,
regional and state trails.
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Coordinate Scenic Route Plans with General Plans
Scenic route plans should supplement the land use and circulation elements of city and county
general plans and should be in conformance with general plan policies and objectives.

Guide and Control Preservation and Development of Scenic Routes Through Legislative Standards
As a means of implementing city and county general plans and protecting and enhancing scenic
values, city and county legislation that includes standards should be established to coordinate,
guide and control preservation and development of scenic routes, scenic corridors and areas beyond
the scenic corridor. (See section on implementation for further detail.)

PRINCIPLES THAT APPLY TO SCENIC ROUTE RIGHTS-OF-WAY

Design Scenic Routes to Min,imize Grading in Rights-of-Way
Scenic routes should be designed so as to avoid excessive cutting, filling and grading.

Design Scenic Routes for Leisurely Rather than High Speed Travel
With the exception of scenic freeways add expressways, scenic routes should be designed for
moderate speeds to reduce conflicts with pleasure driving vehicles and to reduce cut and fill needs.

Establish Roadway, Traffic and Recreational Facilities in Rights-of-Way
Paved roadways and structures directly relating to the scenic route, including bridges, tunnels,
embankments, embankment protectors, guard rails, drainage structures and facilities, light standards, route location and directional signs or other signs pertaining to the use of the scenic route,
should be permitted within the right-of-way. Structures relating to roadside rests or other public
recreational facilities should also be provided where appropriate.

Enhance Scenic Route Rights-of-Way through Outstanding Design of Highway Structures
Scenic route rights-of-way should be made as attractive as possible through appropriate design of
roadways and structure appurtenances, as well as adjacent utilities, street furniture and traffic
and other official signs.

Landscape Rights-of-Way of Existing and Proposed Routes
All existing and proposed scenic route rights-of-way should be landscaped for improvement of scenic
qualities and for er.osion control where necessary. In general, landscaping should provide a foreground framework for background views; landscape materials should not form a solid visual barrier
except to screen existing unsightly views caused by elements that cannot be removed or satisfactorily improved. Rights-of-way should be well maintained to present a continuing pleasing
appearance.
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Utilize Scenic Route Identification Signs
Appropriate scenic route identification signs should be placed periodically along all scenic route
rights-of-way to indicate to the traveller that he is entering or riding on a route within the scenic
route system.

PRINCIPLES THAT APPLY TO SCENIC ROUTE CORRIDORS

Provide for Normal Uses of Land and Protect Against Unsightly Features
In both urban and rural areas, normally permitted uses of land should be allowed in scenic c orridors, except that panoramic views and vistas should be preserved and enhanced through supplementing normal zoning regulations with special (see Scenic Route Corridor Development Standards,
page 18) height, area, and sideyard regulations; through providing architectural and site design
review; through prohibition and removal of billboards, signs not relevant to the main use of the
property, obtrusive s igns , automobile wrecking and junk yards, and similar unsightly development
or use of land. Design and location of all signs should be regulated to prevent conglomerations of
unsightly signs along roadsides.

Locate Transmission Towers and Lines Outside of Scenic Route Corridors When Feasible
New overhead transmission towers and Iines should not be located within scenic corridors when
it is feasible to locate them elsewhere.

Underground Utility Distribution Lines When Feasible; Make Overhead Lines Inconspicuous
New, relocated or existing utility distribution lines should be placed underground whenever feasible.
When it is not feasible to place lines underground, they should be located so as to be inconspicuous
from the scenic route. Poles of an improved design should be used wherever possible. Combined or
adjacent rights-of-way and common poles should be used wherever feasible.

Establish Architectural and Site Design Review
Architectural and site design review by the appropriate local jurisdiction should be provided for
each site and for all new or altered structures so that particular consideration will be given to appearances that will enhance scenic qualities from the scenic routes. Originality in landscape and
construction design should be encouraged. Such designs should be in keeping with cityscape and
natural skyline and reflect the density, movement and activities of the population.

Use Landscaping to Increase Scenic Qualities of Scenic Route Corridors
Landscaping should be designed and maintained in scenic route corridors to provide added visual
interest, to frame scenic views, and to screen unsightly views.
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Acquire Public Ownership of Open Space Easements, or Development Rights of Open Space Areas
Having Outstanding Scenic Values
Development rights or full ownership of portions of scenic route corridors having high open space
scenic qualities that would be destroyed by any development should be purchased by the appropriate
jurisdiction, city or county, or state. There should also be public acquisition of appropriate open
space lands for roadside rests, observation points, and recreation trails in portions of scenic route
corridors,

Provide and Encourage Continuing Maintenance of Scenic Route Cor,idors
Continuing maintenance of scenic route corridors that the public owns or has rights to should be
provided. Private owners of areas within the scenic route corridor should be encouraged to provide
maintenance of landscape and structures as a means of improving the scenic quality of the scenic
route,

Limit Highway Business and Commercial Development to Emergency Needs on Scenic Rural Routes
Highway business and commercial development on scenic rural routes should be limited to eating
establishments and automobile service stations in areas where such facilities would not otherwise
be accessible within 20 minutes driving time. Such facilities should be designed in such a manner
as to be compatible with the scenic surroundings.

PRINCIPLES THAT APPLY TO BOTH THE SCENIC ROUTE CORRIDOR AND THE REMAINDER OF
THE COUNTY

Retain Public Easements /or Recreation Trails
All public easements should remain free and clear of any structure or improvements other than
planting, unless required by public necessity, as a means of providing unobstructed areas for
future recreation trails.

Landscape all Properties and Streets
All new building sites, including parking areas and vehicular entrances in business, commercial
and industrial areas should be landscaped, and street trees should be planted along all rights-ofway in the county as a means of improving the scenic quality of the county,

Encourage Owners of Large Holdings to Protect and Enhance Areas of Scenic Values
Public agencies and private individuals having control of large holdings should be encouraged to
protect and enhance natural resources within their properties, Cooperation should also be sought
with owners of smaller lots and with community _improvement and conservation groups,
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Design Hill Area Streets and Access Drives to be Compatible with Natural Features
Hill area street and access drive alignments should be designed to preserve stands of mature
trees; and in such a manner as to be compatible with the natural topography. Narrow and one-way
streets should be utilized in hill areas where necessary to preserve natural features,

Control Tree Removal
No mature trees should be removed without permission of the local jurisdiction as a means of
preserving the scenic quality of the county,

Control Alteration of Streambeds and Bodies of Water
Alteration of streambeds or bodies of water and adjacent vegetation should be permitted only with
approval of the local jurisdiction, as a means of preserving the natural scenic quality of stream
courses, bodies of water, vegetation and wildlife in the county. Development along edges of streams,
canals, reservoirs, and other bodies of water should be designed and treated so as to result in
naturalistic, architectural or sculptural forms.

Control Alteration of Bay Shoreline
Alteration to submerged land, or upland or watercourse affected by tidal action, should be permitted only with approval of plans by the local jurisdiction and the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission, as a means of preserving significant scenic shoreline and
marshland areas within the county,

PRINCIPLES THAT APPLY TO AREAS BEYOND THE SCENIC ROUTE CORRIDORS

Preserve and Enhance Natural Scenic Qualities in Areas Beyond the Scenic Corridor
Views from scenic routes -will comprise essentially all of the remainder of the county beyond the
limits of the scenic corridor: the corridor is intended to establish a framework for the observation
of the views beyond. Therefore, in all areas in the county extending beyond the scenic route corridors, scenic qualities should be preserved through retaining the general character of natural
slopes and natural formations, and through preservation and enhancement of water areas, water
courses, vegetation and wildlife habitats, Development of lands adjacent to scenic route corridors
should not obstruct views of scenic areas and development should be visually compatible with the
natural scenic qualities.

Provide for Normal Uses of Land but Limit Overhead Utilities and Outdoor Advertising Structures

In both developed and undeveloped areas, outdoor advertising structures, utility and communication
towers, poles and wires should be located only where they will not detract from significant scenic
views. All other structures and use of land should be permitted as specified in the local zoning
ordinance as supplemented by special height regulations (see General Scenic Development Standards, page 20).
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STAND ARDS

RIGHT S-OF-WAY

Number of Lanes

Type of Route

Freeway
Expressway
Min.
Max.
Number of Lanes 4

Rural
Route

Major
Thoro~hfare
Min.
Max.

8

4

Min.

6

2

Max.

2

Minimum Right-of-Way Width
Minimum Total Right-of-Way by Type of Route (in Feet)
Type of Route

State Route

Freeway
Expressway

Major
Thoroughfare

11

11

County Route

4 lane - 80
6 Iane » 104
varies

City Route

Recommended Design Speeds

Rural
Route

Y

2 lane· 50

Miles per Hour
Maximum
Minimum

Freeway/Expressway
Major Thoroughfares
Rural Route

70

65

35
35

20

15

!/

As specified in Table 7-306.1, Manual of Instructions, Part 7, Design, State of California Department
of Public Works, Division of Highways.

'1,./

Potential 110 •
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CORRID ORS

Maximum Widths for Scenic Corridors

!/

Type of Corridor

Maximum Widths
_ (in Feet)

Areas of Outstanding Scenic Quality
Including Designated Shoreline Routes

]J

1000

Other Scenic Areas
Residential
Urban Densities
Suburban Densities

.!/

200

V

500

Industrial

500

Business and Commercial

200

Other Land Use

500

In those instances where a property would be crossed by the standard scenic corridor boundary
line, the entire property should be included in the corridor.

]J Includes outstanding scenic areas of unusual vegetation, geologic formation, topography, or wildlife
habitat.

1/

10,000 square feet or more of net residential land per housing unit.
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SCENIC ROUTE CORRIDOR DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

•

In undeveloped areas proposed for residential use in scenic corridors, lots immediately adjacent
to the scenic route right-of-way should have a minimum lot size area per housing unit of 10,000
square feet with 100 feet minimum fronting the right-of-way and 100 feet minimum average width in
single family or planned development zoning districts, or the minimum specified in the zoning
district, whichever is greater, and 5,000 square feet minimum lot size per housing unit in multiple
districts or the minimum specified in the zoning district,. whichever is greater.

•

Within the scenic corridors in residential areas, residential structures should have a setback of at
least 50 feet from the right-of-way to provide sufficient open space to permit scenic views and 'to
provide a space buffer from traffic above normal volumes using the scenic route.

•

Because of the unsightly effect of a series of tall individual radio or television antennae in areas
where adequate reception cannot be obtained from individual antenna that extend five feet or less
above the roofline, the local government body should encourage the establishment of a public
utility for community antenna reception.

•

In corridors along scenic routes with outstanding distant views above the roadbed, no building
structure of more than one story in height should be permitted where it would obstruct views,
excepting within and immediately adjacent to central business district locations. On lots where the
building structure is higher than the roadbed in corridors along routes with outstanding distant
views, the combined width of sideyards should equal or exceed the width of the building structure
as measured parallel to the roadbed.

•

On downslope scenic corridors along routes with outstanding scenic views, no building structure
of more than one story should project above the highest point of the paved road directly in front of
the building structure, and no wall, fence, solid row of trees or other plants should project above
the building structure or above the roadbed, whichever is higher. Where single story building structures are higher than the roadbed, there should be no wall, fence, or plant material that is not locared directly between the main building structure and the roadbed that will obstruct the view
from automobiles on the scenic route.
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APPLICATION OF SCENIC~\
ROUTE CORRIDOR TO SELECTED LAND U SES

GENERAL SCENIC DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

The following applies to both the scenic route corridors and the remainder of the county:
•

In all zoning districts where the allowable height limit exceeds 35 feet, each proposed structure
over 35 feet, except utility poles and lines, should be reviewed by the local jurisdiction for approval to insure that such structure will not conflict with any view from any scenic route.

•

Alteration to natural or artificial land contours should not be permitted without a grading permit
issued by the local jurisdiction as a means of preserving and enhancing the natural topography and
vegetation in developable areas. Mass grading should not be permitted. The following criteria
should be applied in the review of grading permits in developable areas:
•

As a means of preserving natural "ridge skylines" within the county, no major ridgeline
should be altered to the extent that an artificial ridgeline results. Minor grading to allow
construction of individual dwellings should be permitted as approved on the site development
review.

•

Access roads should be located and designed to keep grading to a minimum.

•

Natural ground contours in slope areas over 10 percent should not be altered more than 5
percent overall, except in such slope areas where large stands of mature vegetation, scenic
natural formations or natural watercourses exist, where grading should be limited so as to
preserve the natural features.

•

Any contour altered by grading should be restored by means of land sculpturing in such a
manner as to minimize run-off and erosion problems, and should be planted with low maintenance, fire resistant plant materials that are compatible with the existing environment.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF SCENIC ROUTE ELEMENT
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IMPLEMENTATION OF SCENIC ROUTE ELEMENT

Responsibilities for Scenic Routes
Route selection, determination of right-of-way width and general design standards for county roads are
the responsibility of the Planning Department and the County Surveyor; in cities, of the planning and
engineering departments; for state routes, a joint responsibility of state and county and city officials.
Final design standards, and construction and maintenance of the paved road and appurtenances are the
responsibility of the County Surveyor or city or state engineers. All right-of-way land would be owned in
fee by the state, or owned by or dedicated to the local jurisdiction.

Required Actions
•

Adoption by the county and by cities within the county of scenic route elements to general plans.

•

Periodic review of the scenic route elements by the county and by cities within the county.

•

Continued cooperation of c mes , adjacent counties, local and regional recreational and planning
agencies and all appropriate state agencies in various programs leading to the implementation of
the scenic route plan.

•

Adoption and application by the county and crtres therein of legislation for control and development in accordance with scenic route plan principles and standards including:
1. Zoning Ordinance supplements which will be based on scenic route planning principles and
standards and will include regulations on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

land uses
building heights
building setbacks
residential density
building coverage
lot area
planned unit development and cluster development
architectural and site design review
historical preservation
on-premise signs
outdoor advertising and time limits for removal of nonconforming signs
flood plain
screening and landscaping
quarries and other excavations

2. Subdivis ion regulations which will be based on scenic route planning principles and standards
and will include:
• limiting of cut and fill
• tree preservation and planting
22

